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Traditionally, direct CPS signals are used for navigation and positioning, 
while the indirect reflected signals are considered a nuisance. However, recent 
studies show that indirect reflected signals contain some useful scientific data. 
CPS reflected signals introduce a new and exciting way of doing ocean and 
land remote sensing, and have even more advantages over traditional remote 
sensing tools. This project discusses the basic principles and theory of this 
new technology, and concentrates on reflection points and Fresnel zones. The 
CPS receivers are placed at different coastal regions within South Africa, 
and the simulation of the reflection points and Fresnel zones are observed 
as the CPS satellites pass over South Africa. The East London area was 
chosen as the location to place the receiver throughout my analysis. Areas 
of the Fresnel zones reaching a maximum of about 6500 km2 were observed 
at different receiver heights and the software to make these simulations was 
written using the IDL language. Results shows that this new tool of remote 
sensing is feasible and has potential to be used in South Africa. The uses for 
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C hapter 1 
Introduction 
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Thl<> ~ d(m~ by ~ell"illg lllld j!·",lI ug wlle<; \eol M ~millffi enHf(" ""d "ro-
(c!<;lng. """IFinl': a"d ~PI,h'm;; mfoll>jl\l~,n. Without dired contact. "ome 
sulostlluuc mcthud llnL~1 he HI .h .... ..! rVJ ~.,I hc. in:: and t ran:;fcrring 111", ;II IM' 
ro.I.\l<'>U SinO" th. OC"anS .or<- " l).orlorulllrly h'oI;III .. f'm'ircmllll'tI', .. 'nil frigirl 
h.'HI ..... '!""!.,,''''' ,,00 pof<t1t1ftllv I t<ln~'-{'nl~IOInR ",,,h,('n! 1'''-'';' ''',"" "",w:.c s..'IUi-
lUg ullpli~"lio"" art' ,MIt"'''w,h' ~11rOW1I''(' tQ rl'!lif'..,...h"",, Rl'mot.<> 6o'1I~In!l; 
dC'-N ('Illiblc (m~' t<> ""lei)' oUt ... in \'!Ist ,I.mtlunt <-of ;:coph,.,.""d ,j~ta ..... th"ul 
IIttl \l1g ()'H"S roo w ... ~ 0, di !\)';lIll( th~ ~IQ'lIId. 
TillS pruj<'<-t exp]o, ,,,, "' new ,md ~~citillg "'aI' of doin!! r~motc "'losi,,!; 
"'IIl!; CklbrJ P""itionin,o; Systpm (GI'::i) Fof, 1\ tool Earh ""Iellite t..ro.l<lr..,;t 
~lgl1"]:" III difb ~l1\ <'~lli~l rl'''IU~n(; ~·~ 1F,~,>(;h. \9%1. which '.re ihe l)Qpu, 
Jar 1.1 n:;,r .. n GH,) am:l 1.2 (I 2:!'iI' (;1 17.)."".-1 nor 00 popnJIIT L..'I anti L I 
·:w J.,.. oJ""'" ....... ,,:I JU _~k)" '!.2}. lln~ ,,,,,;;<: o f fl~Il<Y is oplillnl ~" fioOil 
mm~IU '" ",mot.' ""TL~i n.o; [\1..,1('", ~I III, lO()lI] RC'CCnT qU<l"", IIL-o ~bO'l' 
d.,,( r('fI~t.~1 ~og".J:" U\~-r d Ie 0<'~~1I "I" I .. ~ .. • ca" ,' inform..:.",,, "bout sl,o.(.US 











etc.) [Komjathy et aI., 1998]. The satellite and the receiver make the system 
a bistatic radar system. Chapter two \vill revie\v recent studies based on the 
CPS as a ne\v tool for remote sensing. The circular polarization and special 
structure of CPS signals that provide this uniqne opportunity \vill also be 
discussed under this chapter, together with the types of CPS receivers used 
to retrieve the signal information. 
The resolution of the system is always a big concern for many users in 
satellite remote sensing technologies. The same gapplies to the CPS system. 
The signal reflected from the ocean surface originates from the glistening 
zone surrounding a nominal specular reflection point. The rouglllle::;::; of the 
ocean contributes to the size and the shape of the glistening zone. The crux 
of the project is to investigate the regions of the glistening zone that are 
important in contributing to the total field at a given receiving point. These 
regions are called the Fresnel zones. ;vloreowr to find the coverage of the 
survelliance as a function of time, how these vary with satellite and receiver 
positions, and the measure of signal strength. The above mentioned will 
be discussed in chapter three, however I will start with the introduction to 
CPS bistatic geometry. Three dimension (3-D) reflection geometry will be 
explored in detail \vithin this chapter as \vell. 
Chapter four will summarize the equations needed to get the 3-dimension 
model of the Fresnel zones, and consider all the relevant assumptions. Based 
on the equations, the algorithm will be discussed and explored in order to 
write software; using the IDL language. The ::;imulations will be made u::;ing 
sofhvare and the results will be quoted and discussed in chapter five. 
Finally chapter six will conclude ba::;ed on the results that indicate that 
CPS can be efficiently be used as a new tool for ocean and land remote sens-
































The Global Positioning System 
(GPS) as a remote sensing tool 
The Global Position System (GPS) represents the fruition of several tech-
nologies, which matured and came together in the second half of the 20th 
century. It is a space-based navigation and positioning system. developed and 
operated by US millitary [French, 1996]. The GPS consists of a constellation 
of 28 satellites (24 operational and 4 on stand-by), each satellite transmitting 
a constant signal dmvn to earth. Hmvever the GPS is not the only system 
of its kind. There is also GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) 
developed by the Soviet Union (Russia). During its development, the system 
had a full constellation of 24 prototype satellites broadcasting in 1996, but 
has since declined [l'disra, 2004]. 
General uncertainty about the future of the system appears to have lim-
ited the demand and discouraged manufacturing of the GLO::'-JASS related 
technologies (i.e. receivers). Both the GPS and GLONASS form part of 
the new system called the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). In 
addition to GPS and GLONASS systems, the European Satellite Naviga-










14 Global Positioning System (GPS) 
system,Galileo could be operational in 2008 [Galileo]. The versatility and 
availability of signals from the GPS has given birth to many new GPS ap-
plications. 
;\Ieasurements on the direct GPS signals have been succcsfully used in 
navigation and positioning, while indirect and reflected signals 'were viewed 
as a nuisance. Ionospheric and tropospheric delays of G PS signals caused by 
variation of sun's activity (i.e. solar flares) are known commonly to be error 
source affecting the use of the GPS for positioning and navigation. However 
space physicists have realised the phenomenon as useful for atmospheric re-
mote sensing. The theory and observation have been explained by [Liu et 
aL 2004] and [Phaladi et.al., 2005] in their papers about the effects of solar 
flares on the ionosphere. Another error affecting the GPS signal is the sur-
face multipath, however it has only recently been recorgnized that multipath 
from the GPS signals reflecting off the sea surface could be utilized as a new 
tool in oceanographic remote sensing ([Komjathy et aL 2000], [Armatys et 
aL 2000], [Zuffada, 2002] and [Garrison et al., 2000]). 
The strength of the reflected signal is also a discriminator between wet 
and ground areas, and therefore could be applied to coastal and wetland 
mapping [~Iasters et al., 2000]. In both cases, a phenomenon that is usually 
regarded as an error source to navigation vvas recognised to contain useful sci-
entific data. Not only can the GPS signal be used for ocean remote sensing, 
it can also be used for radar target detection and (reflector) change detection 
[Li et al., 2002]. The usc of real-time kinematics GPS (RTK-GPS) to mea-
sure the elevation of terrain over an open unobstracted area. arc demostrated 
in paper [Chang, 2004]. It is used as the solution for many time-critical ap-
plications such as engineering surveying and high precision navigation and 










2.1 Advantages of using GPS 15 
2.1 Advantages of using GPS signal 
The CPS remote sensing tool hm; some advantages over the traditionall:v 
used remote sensing tools like radar altimeters and scatterometers. Hmvever 
the system is not a replacement for the altimeter ([I\lasters et a1., 2001] and 
[Lowe et a1., 2002]), but rather advances its usage. Because CPS satellites 
transmit the signal source, a completely aircraft altimeter based upon CPS 
bistatic (to be discussed later) would be beneficial for coycrt operations and 
applications limiting power and weight [I\lasters et a1., 2001]. The inabil-
ity to measure mesoscale process, is a most prominent limitation of current 
radar altimeters [Lmve et a1., 2002]. The CPS altimetry would involve an 
orbiting receiver obtaining time and position information from the CPS con-
stellation. measuring ocean height from the surface reflected signal. ;'The 
advantage over monostatic radar altimeters is that the receiver could pro-
duce about ten simultaneously measurements (or 20 \\'hen the Calileo is 
operational)" [Lowe et a1., 2002]' distributed over an area thousands of kilo-
metres across-track [Calileo], thus providing a coverage that is an order of 
magnitude denser than nadir-viewing altimeters. 
The instrument is also a passive device making it relatively inexpensive. 
Because of the multi-static nature of the CPS observations, our current ca-
pability of global sea surface measurements will improve in two important 
ways: improved spatia-temporal resolution and coverage. (see [Zuffada, 2002] 
for more details). 
CPS signal also offers advantages above the combination of active mi-
crowave remote sensing using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), passive mi-










16 Global Positioning System (GPS) 
cal and thermal sensors are limited by cloud cover and visibility conditions. 
Secondly, for as much as SAR images have sufficient spatial resolution, how-
ever "repeat times of existing satellites are relatively long compared to the 
rate of change of open water fraction in the ice pack" [Komjathy et a1., 
2000]. Finally, even though spaceborne passive microwave sensors offer more 
frequent cOYerage at several wavelengths, they suffer suhstantially lower spa-
tial resolution. 
In comparison to conventional scatterometers, the use of the forward scat-
ter of the GPS signal has several advantages. First, in the absence of a 
transmitter, (obviously) cost, complexity, size and power requirements will 
be reduced significantly by an order of magnitude. Secondly, space-qualified 
and readily available hardware, space flights GPS receivers are presently an 
"off the shelf" item due to growth in GPS for orbitalmlyigatioll and attitude 
determination. Finally, bistatic (forwardscatter) geometry will offer much 
higher signal strength, which decreases with an increase in surface rough-
ness. incontrast to backscatter which has the opposite dependence. "This 
dependence way allow the measurements to be made at lower speed condi-
tions than is possible with backscatter" [Garrison et al.. 2000]. 
The primary disadvantage is that in comparison with radar signals, GPS 
signals are weaker, necessitating larger antennas and/or longer observations. 
2.2 The G PS ranging signal 
Looking at Figure 2.1, one can notice that micrmvave spectrum includes dif-
ferent wavelength bands, however for the purpose of the project I will focus on 
L-band (bebveen 1-2 GHz) since each GPS satellite transmits two microwave 
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18 Global Positioning System (GPS) 
modulated by various signals. In this section the structure of the signals sent 
out by the GPS satellites is examined. 
Apparently satellites do not transmit the signals on L1 and L2 only. they 
also transmit additional radio frequency (RF) signals at frequencies rdered 
to as L3 (associated with Nuclear Detonation Detection System) and L4 
(reserved for military purpose) [l\Iisra et al., 2004]. Superimposed on these 
radio carrier wave signals are Pseudo-Random .l'-Joise (PR.l'-J) codecs that are 
unique to each individual satellite. The carrier signal is modulated bi-phase, 
and the modulation programmed in the signal carries important information, 
sort of like a l\Iorse-code (binary signal). 
There are bvo different pseudo-random code strings used by GPS. They 
arc the Coarse/Acquisition code (C/ A code) available to civil users and Pre-
cise or Protected code (P-code). The C / A code is used for Standard Position-
ing Service (SPS) and is only available on L1 carrier, however some civil users 
requested C / A modulation on L2 carrier to allow for ionospheric calibration 
[Gibbons, 1999]. Since the two signals are generated s~Tnchronously, the user 
who receives both signals can directly calibrate the ionosphere group delay 
and apply appropriate corrections. The C/ A code is a sequence of 1023 
bi-phase modulations carrier wave. Each opportunity for a phase-reversal 
modulation or s\vitch from a zero to a one, is rdered to as a "chip" [Wells et 
al., 1986]. This entire sequence of 1023 is repeated each millisecond result-
ing in chip rate of 1. 023 MHz [or megachi ps / s (J\ Icps)] and wavelength (chip 
width) of 300 m. Each satellite carries its own unique code string. 
On the other hand the military P-code consists of another sequence of 
plus ones and minus ones, emitted at the frequency 10.23 l\IHz (10 times that 
for a C / A code) and wavelength of 30 m, which rcpcates itself only after 267 










2.3 The GPS receivers and antennas 19 
one week segment is not used, five are reserved use with ground stations, 
called pseudolites, leaving 32, seven-day segments, each assigned to a differ-
ent satellites" [\Vells et al., 1987]. Due to higher wavelength the P-code is 
more precise and reduces the noise in the received signal. It is used for Pre-
cise Positioning Service (PPS). The P-code becomes Y-code \\'hen encrypted 
([\Vells et a1., 1987] and [Gibbons, 1999]), this limit access to the authorised 
users ['\Iisra et al., 2004]. The equation which generates the P-code is well 
known and unclassified. while the equation \vhich generates the Y-code is 
classified. This code is being transmitted by both L1 (Cj A and P-codes) 
and L2 (only P-code) carriers and is not accessible to unauthorised users of 
GPS. 
2.3 The G PS receivers and antennas 
There arc receivers for way point navigation. military, civillians: receIvers 
that use the Cj A code and those that use P-code; single and dual frequency 
receivers: and handheld receivers and others more substantial in size. Al-
though different in their design, construction and capabilities, all GPS re-
ceivers share common basic fuuctions. These functions are: 
• to capture RF signals transmitted by the satellites. 
• to separate the signals from satellites in view. 
• to perform measurements of signal transit time and Doppler shift. 
• to decode the navigation message to determine the satellite position. 
velocity, and clock parameters. 










20 Global Positioning System (GPS) 
A simple reeeiving antenna is a device used to convert energy in a time 
varying electromagnetic wave into electric current to be handled by the elec-
tronics in the receiver [Gibbons, 1999]. Given a recent almanac and rough 
idea of the user locating the receiver determines \vhich satellites are in view. 
Also giycn the satellite ID, the receiver knows the structure of C / A code 
transmitted by it, and attempts to "tune" to it to acquire the signal (track 
the changes in it continuously). 
The antenna may need to operate at just L1 frequency or at both L1 and 
L2 frequencies, however my focus \vill be on L1, because of its availability to 
civil users. Because GPS signals are circularly polarized, all GPS antennas 
must be circularly polarized as well. To acquire a signal, the receiver gen-
erates a replica of the known C/ A code, and attempts to align it with the 
incoming code by sliding the replica in time and computing the correlation. 
Direct acquisition of P-code is difficult by design due to the length of the 
code [;"Iisra et aI., 2004]. 
Below I will discuss the most commonly used GPS receIvers, specially 
designed for ocean and land remote sensing. 
2.3.1 The Delay Mapping Receiver (DMR) 
;\Iost. GPS reflection experiment.s to date haw heen conducted with the DMR 
designed by Dr. Garrison and Dr. Katzberg from Goddard Space Flight 
and Langley Research Centres. The system is based on the GEC Plessey 
GPSI3uilder-2 [Garrison et a1., 2002] (a reference thereof). The receiver in-
cludes tv;o low gain L-band antennas, a zenith mounted right-hand circular 
polarized (RHCP) antenna and a nadir mounted left-hand circular polarized 
(LHCP) antenna. The zenith-oriented RHCP antenna is used to track the 










2.3 The CPS receivers and antennas 21 
tracks the reflected signal (refer figure 3.1). 
The hyo modes operation for the receiver \vere defined as serial and par-
allel [Garrison et a1., 2002]. The Serial Delay I-.Iapping Receiver (SDMR) 
tracks up to six satellites and generates their pseudoranges. This position is 
used to initialize the code delay and Doppler frequency in the reflected chan-
nels. The Parallel Delay Mapping Receiver (PDMR) continuously records the 
cross-correlation in 10 to 12 range bins at fixed delays, all from one or two 
satellites. The key features arc that some of the 12 receiver channels (usu-
ally 4-6) are operated in normal closed loop configurations using an upward 
looking RHCP antenna. The remainder of the channels run open loop using 
a downward looking LHCP in order to measure the code cross-correlation at 
a variety of delays. 
2.3.2 Digital Beam-Steering GPS receIver 
"The NAVSYS High-gain Advanced GPS Receiver (HAGR) is a digital beam 
steering receiver designed for GPS satellite radio navigation and other spread 
spectrum applications" [Stolk et a1., 2003]. The HAGR is available for both 
military and commercial precision GPS applications. This can track up to 12 
satellites simultaneously. In the normal mode of operation, the beams follow 
the satellites as they move across the sky. For bistatic signal processing, the 
beams can be directed at any particular point of interest on the earth. The 
[Stolk et a1., 2003] paper demostrate the ability of the HAG R receiver to 
improve the GPS bistatic remote capability by using a Digital Beam-Steered 
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2.4 Summary 
The advantages of using the GPS signal for remote sensing over the tradi-
tionally used remote sensing tools has attracted more researchers to usc it. 
The future inclusion of Galileo in GNSS system will complement the system 
in terms of its coverage and life time, since most of the GLOI\ASS satellites 
are dying out. lvlost reseachers (eg. [Komjathy et al., 1998]) compare their 
results \vith the TOPEX altimeters, and most \vind speed results indicates 2 
m/s agreement. From the above statement, it is clear that the GPS remote 
sensing tool is here to stay. 
The availability of the primary L1 frequency carrier to civil users makes 
the system less complex and more flexible. Hmvever those who have access 
for both L1 and L2 carriers will even get more accurate measurements, and 
will also be able to calibrate the ionospheric refraction. With the HAG R 
receiver we can get better coverage compared to D:\IR. 
Having covered the GPS signal structure and receivers, we can find out 
what is happening on the earth's surface and be able to come up with a 3D 
reflection geometry. More of this will be unpacked in the following chapter. 
But I \vill start by introducing the bistatic geometry before concentrating on 
the GPS satellite/receiver footprint, because that is where the information 












This chapter will cover the theory pertaining to the geometrical models. 
Firstly, I will discuss the bistatic geometry of the CPS signal and the models 
used in lllany softwares and by receivers to date. The usc of CPS in a bistatic 
radar configuration to measure surface properties relies upon the ability to 
extract information from the signal. Therefore it is important to discuss the 
bistatic geometry in detail. It is also interesting to discuss the multipath, 
since the signals received can be from different CPS satellites and reflection 
points. The multi path discussion arises questions about resolution and the 
area of reflection, and the answers will be covered by the Fresnel theory dis-
cussion and the models pertaining to it. The models entail the 3D-reflection. 
Also we will discuss the effect of the Earth's curvature on the model. 
3.1 GPS bistatic geometry 
Bistatic radars arc systems in which spatial separation exists between the 
transmitting and receiving parts. The bistatic model discussed below was 
developed by Zavorotny and Voronovich (also knO\vn as Z-V model) and is 










24 Geometrical Theory 
a fOl'wardscatter radar equation with the geometric optics limit of the Kirch-
hoff approximation [Komjathy et.al., 2001]. "The Kirchhoff approximation 
implies that we usc a "smooth" rough surface that can be approximated with 
a tangent plane at any point on the surface" [Komjanthy et.al., 2000]. It is 
used to predict the power distribution of the reflected signal as a function of 
time delay. The Z- V model takes the form: 
\vhere, 
1 Y(T, D) 12 - is the reflected power; 
T - delay time bin (lag); 
Ti - is the integration time in seconds; 
~ - is the complex reflectivity of the ocean at L1; 
D - is the antenna gain of the receiver; 
1\ - i::; the correlation fUllction of the CPS C / A code: 
S - is the Doppler sinc function; 
P - is the probability density function (PDF) of the surface slopes; 
q - is the magnitude of the scattering vector q; 
Ro - is the distance from some point on the surface point to the CPS 
satellite: 
R - is the distallce from the CPS receiver to some point on the surface; 
c - is the speed of light; 
Id - is the Doppler shift at the specular point: 
Ie - is the compensation frequency or the Doppler offset to some point /); 
and 
p - is a vector from the specular point to some other point on the surface. 
CPS scattering geometry is shmvn in Figure 3.1. As the figure illustrates, 
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3.1 GPS bistatic geometry 27 
The G PS signal surface-scattering from the ocean surface is similar to 
the land surface, but potentially more complex due to heterogeneous reflec-
tion surfaces [l'IIasters et.al., 2001]. The main difference is in the spatially 
and temporally dielectric constant, surface roughness and possible vegeta-
tion cover. .\Iost land reflections originate from smooth surfaces so that they 
resemble calm seas rC'flC'ctions. The Z-V model is based npon physical optics 
and assumes a rough surface on flat Earth. 
3.1.1 Bistatic GPS signals 
Thcrc arc two types of bistatic CPS signals, diH'usc and specular. An optical 
geometry characterises the specular bistatic CPS signals, providing a very 
powerful rcflcction. The strcngth of thc spccular returns makes thcm casy 
to detect. However it docs have some drawbacks, snch as the limited area of 
the earth's surface they provide information on. The smoothness of the sur-
face appears to be a dependent factor of the strength of the specular return. 
\Vater provides much stronger specular than uneven surfaces such as forests. 
Diffuse bistatic returns are produced by the scattering of the GPS signals 
on the earth's surface. The diffuse returning signal originate from a much 
larger area \vhich could potentially provide information over much larger 
region than possible by processing just the specular returns. However the 
drawback is that these signals arc extremely weak and require advanced re-
ceiver technology in order to be useful in remote sensing applications. 
At this stage the smoothness and the roughness arc unclear and raising 
the following question: what do we usually mean by a ;'smooth" surface? 
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3.2 Smooth or Rough-Surface Criteria 
Rayleigh quantifies the roughness of the surface through a simple expression: 
the Rayleigh criterion, which states that "if the phase difference 6.9 (due to 
propagation) bet\veen the two reflected rays shown is less than 1\/2 radians, 
then the surface maybe considered smooth" [Ulaby et.al., 1982]. Rayleigh 
suggested a \vay of formulating the relation involving the parameters in figure 
3.3 in the following: consider the two rays on a surface with irregularities of 
height 6.h at a grazing angle e. The path difference between the two rays is 
given by, 
6.1' = 26.h sin 0 (3.2) 
and hence the phase difference is, 
2n 4n6.h 
6.0 = -6.1' = -- sine 
A A 
(3.3) 
For slllall values of 6.¢ the two rays \vill be almost in phase, as in the 
case' of a perfectly smooth surface. If the' phase difference increases until 
6.6 = n where they will be in phase opposition and cancel. The value half-
way between the two extremes (rough and smooth) can be used to divide 
the two cases i.e.6.¢ = n /2 and substituding back to equation 3.3 to get the 






• 6.h - is the mean height of irregularities within First Fresnel ellipse. 
• A - is the signal wavelength. 
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30 Geometrical Theory 
The factor ~ can be switched to either 116 or 3~ (Fraunhofer criterion) 
to characterised differellt cases of smootlmcss [Ulaby et. aL 1982]. \\Thcn the 
vertical scales of the roughness are greater than GPS L1 wavelength A, we 
expect to find other further delayed contribution from multipath of the sig-
nal onto the roughness features of the surface [Cardellach et.al., 2002]. Since 
the signal is not reflected from one point, it is ,"ital to discuss the multipath 
briefly. 
3.3 Multipath Theory 
:Multipath is the phenomenon whereby a signal arrives at a receiver via mul-
tiple paths attributable to reflection and diffraction [Ray, 2000] (a reference 
thereof). And multipath is a major source of error in GPS code and carrier 
phase measurements in the differential mode of operation which can prevent 
the highest level of accuracy, refer the [Ray, 2000] for more information about 
its effect on the code. Today the phenomenon used to be considered the error 
source, revolutionalised the new way of remote sensing. By measuring the 
path delay time of the GPS signal we will be able to determine the most vital 
oceanographic and metereological data. The follmving section will show how 
do we determine the path delay time, which is related to the path difference. 
3.4 Fresnel Theory 
Having explained the glistening zone and the kind of signals reflected on it, 
the next point to tackle is which scattering regions are the most important 
in contributing to the total field at a receiving point (GPS receiver) when 
the surface is illuminated by the GPS signals at a given point. "The first few 
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32 Geometrical Theory 
shifts, let the first phase denote the line-of-sight (LOS) which is giyen by, 
cI:>1 = k 1 RG 1 (3.5) 
and the other phase called the scatter path phase shift, giYen by, 
cI:>2 = k (I RS 1 + 1 SG I) (3.6) 
\vhereby, 
I RG I - is the distance between the GPS receiver and the GPS satellite, 
1 RS 1 - is the distance from the GPS receiver to the reflecting surface point, 
I SG I - is the distance from the reflecting surface point to the GPS 
satellite, and 
k = 2; - is the propagation constant. 
Finally the phase difference is given by, 
(3.7) 
For the direct path phase to differ from the reflected path phase by an 
integer multiple of Jr the paths must cliffer by integer multiples of 11>./2. The 
collection of points at which reflection would produce an excess path length 
of n>./2 is called the nth Fresnel zone. In terms of phase shift, the nth Fresnel 
zone is denoted by .6.cI:> = .6.cI:>o + 7m. Since successive zones are in phase 
opposition, the contribution of adjacent zones will tend to cancel. However, 
as the excitation amplitude decreases slowly from zone to zone, it leaves 
the total radiation of the area of approximately half the first Fresnel zone 
[Beckmaull ct.al, 1963]. As a results the first Fresnel zoues makes the most 
important contribution to the total field receiycd at R (refer Figure 3.5). 
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on Fresnel zone theory. 
The other important factor that quantifies the Fresnel zones is the Fresnel 
zone radius, and is given by [Ray, 2000]: 
n'\ I RS II SG I 
I RS I + I SG I 
If I SG I is much greater than I RS I, then: 
Fn = J n'\ I RS I· 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Lastly, the footprint of the ellipsoid on the plane of reflection is of the 





From Equation 3.10, it is clear that for a low elevation angle e the semi-
major axis is large. For a small elevation angles the ellipses arc very pro-
longed. getting longer and narrower with decreasing elevation angle (refer 
[Beckmann et.al., 1963] pp. 13 table for numerical examples). As a result, 
the smaller the elevation angle, the larger the semi-major axis and the area 
of the ellipse. 
The Fresnel zone concept has turned many heads in \vireless camps, and 
its application has been extended to designing what is called the Fresnel zone 
plates [Bricchi et.al., 2002]. The combination of both the multipath and Fres-
nel zones also have an application in wireless ad hoc networks. "Fresnel zone 
routing" (FZR) constructs multiple parallel paths from source to destination 
based on the concept of "Fresnel zones in a \vireless network (refer to [Liang, 
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3.5 Effect by Earth's curvature 
The remaining question is how and when does the earth's curvature affect 
measurements. The simple answer to this is when the transmitter to re-
ceiver distance becomes too large. \Vhen the transmitter and the receiver 
are placed far from each other the line-of-sight (LOS) gets shadowed by the 
earth's surface, and as a result cannot be called a line-of-sight any more. 
Similiar situations are discussed in most papers as radio occultation (refer 
[l\lortensen et.al.. 1998] for occultation geometry). The solution to this prob-
lem is to lift the receiver higher, more explanation can be found on ZyTrax 
\vebsite. 
3.6 Summary 
The chapter has covered the depth of the reflection modeL from bistatic ge-
ometry to Fresnel zones. The parameters that quantify the Fresnel zones 
have also been covered in the chapter. Based on the discussion on this chap-
ter, the challenge is to demonstrate if the models do work through the im-
plementation of the software written in IDL code. This leads to the next 
chapter which defined the most important physical constants, equations and 
algorithms used to write the software. Chapter three concludes the end of 
literature review and the next chapter discusses practical applications. 
, ,,', 





















Global Coordinate Systems and 
Algorithms 
This chapter defines the global coordinate systems (GCS) designed to rep-
resent the position and velocity of the GPS satellite orbiting the earth, and 
also the position of a point on the earth. The fact that the earth is not a 
rigid uniform sphere and that its density is not uniform either, does compli-
cate matters. The main aim is to define Cartesian coordinate system fixed to 
earth and another fixed in orientation relative to the so called 'fixed' stars. I 
will also show how to transform from one set of coordinates to another. All 
of the above are done \vith an eye of introducing the World Geodetic System 
1984 (\VGS 84). Finally all the equations derived and discussed will help in 










38 Global Coordinate Systems and Algorithms 
4.1 Terrestrial and Inertial Rererence Systems 
4.1.1 Conventional Terrestrial Reference System (CTRS) 
Figure 4.1 represents the cartesian coordinates system having origin at the 
centre of the earth, the x-axis coinciding with the intersection of Greenwich 
meridian and the equatorial plane, and z-axis coinciding with the axis of 
rotation. If the complications can be dealt with, this \vould seem to be a 
good example for an earth-fixed coordinate system. The polar motion phe-
nomenon occurs when the pole of rotation wanders around the surface of the 
earth, which is roughly a circular path. Geodesists hm'C defined an average 
position of the earth's pole of rotation between 1900 to 1905, in order to get 
iHonnrl the difficulty of t he: wandering pole: [?vIisra et. 211., 200-1]. The fixed 
to the earth's crust is referred to Coventional Terrestrial Pole (CTP). 
The cartesian coordinate system fixed to the earth can be defined as 
follm\"s: 
• centre of the earth's mass is considered the origin. 
• z-axis through the CTP. 
• x-axis passing through the intersection of the CTP's equatorial plane 
and a reference meridian. 
• y-axis complete the right handed coordinates system (defined in the 
equatorial plane). 
Finally this forms part of the earth-centered, earth-fixed (ECEF) carte-
sian coordinate system and is referred to as Convertional Terrestrial Refer-
ence System (CTRS). The CTRS is realised through the coordinates of a set 
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XI 
To Vernal Equinox 
CEP "', 
Yr 
CEP Celestial Ephemeris Pole 
(instantaneous pole of rotation) 
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(J 
Conventional Terrestrial Pole 
(mean pole of 1900-1905) 
Polar motion coordinates 
(in CTRF) 
Greenwich Apparent Sidereal 
Time (GAST) 
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4.1.2 Conventional Inertial Reference System (CIRS) 
The inertial reference system is used for the description of the satellite mo-
tiOIl where N ewtoll 's law of motions arc valid. The inertial system can be 
defined to be stationary in space, or moving with a constant yelocity. The 
previous discussion of the CTRS, the orientation of the earth in space did not 
matter. The CIRS considers the fact that the axis of rotation of the earth 
is not fixed in space in relation to the extra terrestrial objects like stars, 
qnasars, planets, or the moon [Seeber, 2003]. The CIRS consider the peri-
odic components referred to as precession and nutation, in which the motion 
of the earth's spin axis is space composite. The CIRS is realised through a 
catalogue of position and proper motions of a set of fundamental stars and 
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations of quasars and other 
extra-galactic objects [Misra et. a1. 2004]. 
An inertial coordinate: system can he defined as follows: 
• centre of the earth's mass is considered the origin. 
• z-axis along rotational axis. 
• x-axis in the equatorial plane pointing tmvards the vernal equinox. 
• y-axis complete the right handed coordinates system. 
4.2 Geodetic Coordinates, Geoid, and Datums 
Discussion of the cartesian coordinates from the above sections pose some 
limitations in everyday use. An alternative way in mapping the surface of the 
earth, is to limit the information to a horizontal position only. The horizon-
tal position can be expressed as angular coordinates - longitude and latitude. 
However the irregularity and changeability of the earth's surface does compli-
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at the poles and created by rotating the meridian ellipse about its minor axis. 
4.2.1 Ellipsoidal Coordinates 
An ellipsoid is defined in conjuction with an ECEF cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, with an origin at the centre of mass of the earth. In addition to the 
definition, there are two important parameters that fully characterise the 
ellipsoid. These parameters are lengths of semi-major and semi-minor axes, 
denoted as a and b respectively. The axis of revolution of the ellipsoid coin-
cident with the z-axis. Now the eccentricity is defines as e2 = (a 2 - b2 )ju2 . 
The eccentricity can as well be defined as e2 = 21 - F, where the flattening 
1 is defined as 1 = (a - b)ja. 
The ellipsoidal coordinates (sometimes called the geodetic coordinates) 
with rderellce to point P (figme 4.2), can be defined as: 
• ellipsoidal latitude (6): the angle between the equatorial (x-y) plane 
of the ellipsoid and the line to the point P (measured positive north 
from the equator, negative south) 
• ellipsoidal longitude (A): the angle measured in the equatorial plane 
(measured positive east from the zero meridian) 
• ellipsoidal height (h): measured along the normal to the ellipsoid 
through P. 
A geocentric ellipsoid specifies a global datum or a reference surface to be 
used in defining 3-D coordinates of a point anywhere. The ellipsoidal coor-
dinate system are prcfered because they closely approximate Earth's surface 
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4.2 Geodetic Coordinates, Geoid, and Datums 43 
Conversion between Geodetic and Cartesian Coordinates 
The conversion from geodetic (cp).,h) to cartesion (x ,y,z) coordinates is given 
by the well knmvn equations ([Seeber, 2003], [Misra et.al., 2004] and [Soler, 
1998]): 
(
X) (( N + h) cos cP cos A ) 
y = (N + h) cos cP sin A 
z ( N (1 - e2 ) + h) sin ¢ 
(4.1 ) 
\vhere ~ is the principal radius of the curvature along pnme vertical 
[Soler, 1998] and it is given by: 
a 
N= -r==~=====7 vi 1 - (e sin ¢ )2 ( 4.2) 
It is also important to note the following information about the Figure 
4.2. 
• origin at the centre of the ellipsoid 0 
• z-axis directed to the nothern ellipsoidal pole 
• x-axis directed to the ellipsoid zero meridian 
• y-axis completing the right-handed system. 
The inverse transformation (cartesian to geodetic) does not have the sim-
ple explicit closed formulation and needs to be solved iteratively. However it 
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\vhere p = J X 2 + y2. The above equation and discussion are logged 
in the files, "converLlatlon..xyz.pro" and "convert~'{yzJatlon.pro" (refer the 
appendix) . 
4.2.2 World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84) 
WCS 84 is the system that has been developed and maintained by the U.S. 
Department of Defence (DoD) since about 1960 [Seeber, 2003]. WCS 84 
is the geodetic system for all mapping, charting, navigation, and geodetic 
products to be used throughout the DoD. WCS 84 is a refinement of the ear-
lier versions of WCS 60, WCS 66 and YVCS 72. The main objective of the 
WCS 84 system has been to compute the operational broadcast ephemeris 
of Transit Doppler and CPS. The widespread use of CPS is turning YVCS 
84 from global datum into an international datum [~Iisra et. aI., 2004]. The 
ephemereides of the CPS satellites are expressed in WCS 84, and I have 
adopted the \VCS 84 in all calculations and coding. 
Having discussed the YVCS 84, it is important to summarise the latest 
major fundamental constants in the following: 
Parameter Symbol Value units 
Semi-major a 6378137.0 m 
flattening f 1/298.257223563 
Earth's angular velocity WE 7292115.0 x 10- 11 rad/s 
Earth's gravitational constant CTvI 398600.4418 km3/s2 
Awl the above constants had been logged in i:1. idl procedure file called 
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4.3 GPS Orbits and Satellites Position and 
Velocity 
4.3.1 GPS Orbit parameters 
CPS satellite orbits, like any other orbits in space are characterised by six 
independent parameters (also known as Keplerian clements). They can be 
summarised as follows: 
. . . 
• a - semI-maJor aXIs 
• e - numerical eccentricity 
• i-orbit inclination 
• 0 - right ascension of ascending node 
• w - argument of perigee 
• v - true anomaly. 
All six of the clements describe the size and shape of the orbit and its 
orientation in space ([~Iisra et.al., 2004] and [Montenbruck ct. al., 2000]). 
TIl(; first two paramet.crs (a and e) definc the shape of the orbit, while the 
following three parameters (i, 0 and w) define the three dimension (3-D) 
shape of the orbit position. The last parameter (v) specifies the position 
of the satellite at a particular time instant. The above parameters arc be-
ing read from a file called "gps_almanac.txt" using idl procedure file called 
"geLgps_orbiLparamcters.pro" . 
4.3.2 Satellite Position and Velocity 
If the true allomaly of a satellite is given at an epoch, its position can be de-
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-----------------------
the satellite position and velocity will be expressed in inertial and terre:::;trial 
cartesian coordinate :::;y:::;tem in terms of these element:::;. As discu:::;:::;ed by 
many literatures ([Misra et. al., 2004], [Seeber, 2003] and [r,Iontenbruck et. 
al., 2000]), the satellite po:::;ition can be summari:::;ed a:::; follow:::;: 
( 
.T ) ( co:::; 1/ ) 
~ = T :::;i~ 1/ ( 4.4) 
\vhere T i:::; called the orbit radiu:::;, which is basically the magnitude of the 
vector and i:::; given by: 
a(l - e2 ) 
T= . 
1 + e co:::; 1/ 
(4.5) 
Both the satellite position and the true anomaly are function:::; of time. 
The true anomaly can be conveniently obtained in term:::; of three more pa-
rameters. The first parameter is the eccentric anomaly E, by geometrical 
definition is the "angle subtended at the centre of the orbit between the 
perigee and the projection of the satellite position on a circle of radiu:::; a" 
[:\Iisra et. al., 2004]. Now the satellite position expressed in terms of eccentric 
anomaly: 
(
X) (aco:::; E - ae ) 
~ av1 - ~2 :::;in E (4.6) 
The eccentric anomaly can be obtained by further introducing the mean 
motion and mean anomaly. The mean motion, n is given by: 
VCM 
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The mean anomaly at epoch time t is given by: 
(4.8) 
where tl' is the time of the perigee crossing. Kepler's equation relates the 
mean and eccentric anomalies as follows: 
M = E - esinE. (4.9) 
Given :\1, one can iteratively solve for E using the iterative methods such 
as .'\ ewton's method. The auxillary function can be defined as: 
f(E) = E - esinE - AI. 
An approximate root Ei of f may be improved by computing: 
f(Ei) 





The common way is to start with approximation of Eo = ill (recom-
mended for small eccentricity), and for e > 0.8 to start with Eo = 7f [T\lon-
tenbruck et. aL 2000]. 
The satellite velocity vector can be easily obtain by differentianting the 
satellite position vector once, and can be summarised as follows: 
vGMa 
( 
v.c) ~ ( -sinE ) 
~ = r vi 1 - ~2 cos E . (4.12) 
The orientation of these vectors in the earth fixed coordinate system can 
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R,(1) ~ ( cos ¢ 0 sin 9 ) o 1 0 




These rotational matrices are logged in the function files called "rotx. pro" , 
"roty.pro" and "rotz.pro" respectively. And the file ·'transfornLinertiaLto_fixed.pro" 
is used to transform a position vector from the inertial system to the Earth-
fixed system. 
4.4 Other Considerations 
As the satellites move, the semi-major axis corresponding to the repeat cycle 
change'S as specified by !l1lmher of days, and it is modified by the procedure 
called "geLrepeaLcycle_semimajor.pro". The other consideration is to calcu-
late the intersection of the antenna pointing vector with the earth ellipsoid, 
this is easily done by the procedure called '·ellipsoidaLintersection.pro". 
4.5 Determining the locations and the size of 
the active scattering region 
The surface point at which the satellite signal is reflected to the satellite 
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the earth's shape can be thought of as an ellipsoid, the mean surface itself 
does deviate from the geoid. In a sea surface the deviation can occur due to 
ocean dynamic currents and earth's tides [\Vu et. a1., 1997]. Therefore the 
detenllillatioll of the reflection points on the earth's surface and the sea be-
comes one key issue that need to be addressed. I have adopted the algorithm 
outline by [Wu et. al., 1997], with an assumption of an approximate nominal 
surface. The initial guess of the reflection point (also called the geocentric 
position vector S) is given by: 
(4.13) 
where the fIT" is the height of the CPS receiver and fIr; is the height of the 
CPS satellite. The above equation was used in the idl procedure file called 
"reflectiOlLpos.pro". Having obtained the reflection point, one had to explore 
the actual size surrounding these reflection points. To simplify the picture 
of the Fresnel zone: Figure 4.3 shows the Fresnel zones on a flat reflecting 
plane. 
The equations for these ellipses can be derived using some tedious analyti-
cal geometry but they could be summarised as follows (taken from [Beckmann 
et.al., 19G3]) and ·with semi minor axis given by (in relation to Figure 4.3), 
r 
y" ="2 {[(6)2 26 1 [ tan
2 f)]} - + - sectl 1 - -:-::-.,-----:-:-::,----
T T C ( 5 / r + sec 8)2 - 1 (4.14) 
and the semimajor axis, 
Xn = Yl {I + 1 } 

















Fignrc 4.3: The Frcsnd ZOlles on it reflecting plane (adopted from [Bcckmann 
et.aL 1963]). 
\vhere e is the slant angle of R, i.e. 
tan e = H2 - HI. ( 4.16) 
T 
6' is the path difference used to express the Fresnel zones by setting it to 
),,/2 [Kartz berg et.al., 1996], T is the horizontal separation between the G PS 
satellite G(x, y, z) position and receiver R(x, y, z) position. HI and H2 
represent GPS satellite height and satellite receiver height respectively. All 
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4.6 Summary 
Having obtained all the models and equations, the idl procedures were created 
and interlinked together to simulate some situations (scenarios). The results 





















Results and Discussion 
The simulations below were modelled for the situation of a mO\'ing CPS satd-
lites (using the recent CPS parameters read from the ;·gps_alamanac. txt" 
file). land-haspd [(:ceiver and both the prpssmiserl and non-pressmised air-
craft mounted receiver. The first thing to look at is the global CPS coverage 
considering both the orthogonal projection and cylindrical maps presented 
by Figure 5.1 and 5.2. 
Taking a closer look at the Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 again. the circle with 
a cross on it represents the actual position of the satellite. The direction at 
which each satellite is heading can be determined by tail to head direction. 
~Iost of the satellites arc visible on the cylindrical projection map, and least 
satellites are visible on the orthogonal projection map. because the orthogo-
nal projection map is being viewed side way. 
Only South African (SA) regions (ocean and land) were considered in 
these ohservations. \Vith the help of the iell procedure file "ploLmap.pro", 
the coordinates representing South African can be easily be selected and to-
gether with the type of projection map of choice. For convenient reason the 
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are ohown by fignrcH ~.·I- 'J,7, Th~ ruurdinate~ choocn tu plflCe the CPS re-
.. "iv'.'r" <tre t1w well ~otaLli6hL'<i roold;lIat~~ (Durban. I';ast London, lri)orp;e 
and Table "JoHntain) III SA at the moment, \\'her~ hy the GPS rerein," arc 
LeiIlg lI",t,ll.led there (more un trill~t' l w~l>!;it~), 
All the rreei","," reprc~elllM by fig'um, ".'1-':; 7 ar~ L~ing ]lut at the height 
II)JO m above ~ea l~vd, exc~pt th~ one placed at Tabl~ ~lount.3in a.t The 
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FiglllP 5.:{: Cylindric ... l projection of t he S[)uthern African (RSA) lIWP 
the posi !i[)n of the CPS wcciver, while the l!loL with a ~hort"f 1",1 rcprc>ellis 
lh~ rdlecliu!J ){)i"t (a.!"",\:s it< uc'I;''1 .. ",n) awl t/w 1",1 bkllJ with" jArger tail 
r~prcs~nt the CPS ""tdlile. The ah[)v~ o!""'f\'atiolll\ were maclc wIth the 
"aIlle G PS satellite"" "' rci(;Jcllcc p{)]nl, The rcilc'CliolJ poi,,! \ urn~ to uerentl 
em l.he g<eogra.phical positirm of th~ CPS receiver, ant! it is also important t[) 
Hole tll"t the ~lJ.tdji t" I'""""" dlt<cr to the CPS IL"-,,jVCf placed in Durban as 
viewed from t,ho top io()king downwards _ 
Fignre G.b shm,." t.hm. t he CPS satclli\e trf\Chd wa., \isiblc ovor tho IIlid-
clle of tho South lmlilln Ocelln "'hen the "imulution ~tMtcd (refer Figure 
,).1 for the fl<'wa.l posi tiOIl in the wodd map)_ It is also importall1 10 note 
thll.t the ""t"llite ]""'''''" South AIm" at "LKmt 1<1,'; simulatioIl lime stcP" 
(14,';x,"j(~)/3(jOO "" 20 hours) onwards ' I his rcgirm of "bout l4S lime "TeP" 
will bo m[1re importflllt. in the fl.nai}sis [1f I.he figures below sin~e t.ll<' CPS 
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F'IO"f' r..~ T"!>J,, 1I!<lura"j" CPS 1'<'C<'i\'~t' p!aooxl at --33 57. 1 ~ .2", 1100 
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Figure 5.8: G I'S M,tdl j ~~ 1" Ui \ud" and IU<Igitude ' track:;, mn ii" 2·[ hu ur. 
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Fil\\ll\' 5.20: ,\,r,,, of LIp' F""lH'1 ~(lIW (F', •• .>! I.(),,!loll rC<'riwr p]"",,(\ clt· 20klll 
I,,-illht ) 
drpcn.L' "" t.ll~ rN'1';\'('r hClghl :!lld t h~ ~aldlile lllUWllL""L To (["ali fy l h~ vb .. 
!><.nil.livH, the ol<;mi·majvr, OI.:U)I-I"'''''' and ,he ",ca "i,"-C d",crmined rebbv., 
10 r.~M [,,,,,rl(>l1 r;p:, lP«'i\"-T at I'hU' at. dil[crcnl lll~gh"'. TJIL~ li jlTen ;nt 
hc~gJll$ "I Ih~ DI~~ ll,~rl"n G I '~ "",,~lveJ Me II", initia]l km. :1 km In""-',,,-
bl",,11 /I 1'C'<"l'1''I''T '''<>lm''''' ' on nnn I'l ... ".,uri""d n.irl""nc), 10 kill (f('>.('tnbhng " 
1l'N'1\"CT m ... 'lIIt....J _' " a. l'""",lIri.".,j allr>"",rj. 20 kill. 100 km _IOU 6500 km 
(r"""mlJling II R'od\'<, m"uulo l "n ... I""" ~rth Orbit ILEO) ..... 'dll le). ",,<I 
II", re;lIlt.s I'll"(' gi''('n h," t\a:HW f,.!! To) F'~lI"" 5.2t>. 
F~,:~ f, 'I! <l F'i j[II1" ';.2:1 ~JlC>W >on,.. .. imil..r \",,,,13 and .... ,, 11 oJ i!<'u~ 'he", 
III gN"p fiK' Si>IJoS In ..... ~"...,~I (a.l d lx",( ")I}-G5 and 1U}-1'>'> ~i"",IHtion 
lim(' ~iq)!O) ~JLC*' t Jut d .... ""'~'II ,'c "'."" sl"'rl"· .. .-L'Il U).' t ill' eartio ",,,,1 0,,,1<1 
"01 ~ thr rN'('jwl, ~M .h," "...,; (')(1'<'<'.00 from 110" <1i!.Cu3><IO" ill B<....:li<.>" 
l~. lIu"'ev<.:r, ! hl!, ia "ut III,' ';«6<,: (,.r lh.., '<'IX""" ,,,o,"'tro "" LEO SIl.!dlit(' 
whirh ><'<'0' tl .... ""tr:llt t(' m ..... t, Clf fl,,, ti",~ (figuRO 5,24 w fIgure 5 2(;). 1'1te 



















Fil\um 5.21: Scmi'lllill ol of i.llC' rr""lIei 701lr (EM! London r('<'dver plf<f'f'<i ~t. 
l()(Ikm IlCil\ht) 
;;<'mi-major j, always l~;t'Pil\er tlwn lilA "pmi-minor amI newr Nj''''ls to pfl.Ch 
other. OIlP call Ilolicp the low el~v3tioll ill,yel (as discllMe<i iIl 8".Oliol1 3.4) 
at t h,."" diffe,."m. C'''''';, whi~h are re"pmhleri by ili",h pefl.k fl.reas of fusnel 
WIle>!. T/""e eu"'" me at be\w~"'u 11>-20,70·81) ami !}c>-Hl~ ,imlilaiioll time 
stCl" and :;hall be rdeled \0 l\S fir:;\,:;e<;ond ami third cn.'<e8 ,-<'esl'<-'l:\iwiy_ The 
areas of t.he pilip."", in the fi rst ~a."" tu m to d"",wlse with au increase in 
r",,-civel hei[\hl. (l"mi for t he ""'-'Olltl case Drew; iucrpa",e with au ilj('lX'n.<;e in 
re<ceivPr hp i ~hl, fmc! for t he thi rd ~"se the flIeas dC'I'rell.'es wit.h all increase 
in re<~ivpr hpi~hL It is impOlt3Il\ lo nole that (hp t\iffe,.ent c;o.ses mentione<j 
above, are relative to satellite p08;tions (s~" Fignre 5.8j. 
Til<' flho,'e ,il><Ollssion is wry important for l'emolp sensin~ fl.pplication, 
"in"" it ohm',-o the eovcmge of a!-e"" '" u fuw;( iuu of CPS :l<!tolli\e IJ08ition 
(whi~h is tlw flln~tion of t ime ir.""lfj and l'eceiwl' po.,ition. So one doc", 
Jlo t only luvc to look "t t.he chan~e in !e~"iVl'r only, bnt also hm'e to look 
at the ehang~ in CPS Mtdlite positioll Huvijj~ di!oCn",eu the """uarias [OJ 
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FiRIIn' ~.22 Semi-majm of til<' Ft(." ,,,,i hHlo (Ea" London 'CC";W" plllrl~11lt 
I!M)ku\ ]"-;jI,J.t) 
f~AllI ro:'>'{.<J'AJlf') {'<l]npllrOO I.., "', 'mtrio ,-.l Ill .. t't-'Cci.", "lan~1 at tl,,· h~,ght "I 
6-"00 k", Thr ""I} imprOl'('lnrut Ihlll Ihb sreul\.tio brings i5 that Ih .. GPS 
1'111<'111 ,1' '""'" t .... r<=i.w _ ... r th ... til. \('. but It mduce» die a.-c ... f. FI"';lId 
",,"('01. TI"" !IC<'I,ario al;,.) ,ruu<X'l> ,1;,.-111.,1"(' meul l""e<l thrt'O.' ce..'iC:> ihlo oth('r 
11m'" <\I(kr<'nt CIlS'''- {nc", """" (>11 t,hC' fnt ri~hl vf Figure 5.26). It "'-'-""~ hke 
Ill ..... 1(,\"a('OIl ""gl"" are l'F"eNJ.~. h igh I ( .~ lh ... enS<' of n=i wr plocc<l On l. f.O 
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Recommendations for Future 
Work 
The project gives an overview of the CPS system for remote sensing in South 
Africa. Based on the preliminary observations and results above, the tech-
nology of reflected CPS signal for remote sensing is attracti,'e due to the 
high resolution in space and time, the potentially low cost and the peculiar 
bistatic, forward scattering geometry 'which is complementary to the gcome-
tr:v of other techniques. Results of the analysis shows that the CPS receiver 
placed on East London and Durban arc important in analysing the signal 
since they are located near the reflection point. Although the middle case in 
between the ga ps from the Figure 5.9 - 5.26 the area reaches a bou t 6500 k m 2 , 
there are some drawbacks in considering that region for future exploration 
due to the lower signal strength in the CPS. Therefore the far left case of Fig-
ure 5.26 can be considered the region of interest with an area of about 1 km2 . 
However the model adopted above is just a begining, it is worth to further 










72 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
hon that I think there arc important to be considered in the future. First, all 
satellites passing through South African regions should be considered in fu-
ture analysis to give better coverage and resolution, not one satellite. In true 
sense the surface deviates from being an ellipsoid, therefore the estimates of 
the CPS reflection point would be in error if proper correction to the surface 
is not made. . If simi liar results could be obtained from a receiver on an 
orbiting satellite, it will provide a unique opportunity to usC' CPS as a new 
remote sensing tool on a global scale to infer various geophysical parameters. 
Soon these reflected CPS signals could be a new source of data for scien-
tist to obtain a better understanding of effects such as global ocean ClllTCllt 
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I have written the following IDL procedures entirely on my own: 
• "reflection yos.pro" 
• "view_gps_system.pro" 
• "fresnel.pro" 
• "fresnel_ ellipse.pro" 
And the following procedures have been modified from the original ones authored by Dr. 
R. Lord: 
• "compile _routines. pro" 
• "convert _latlon _ xyz.pro" 
• "convert_xyz_latlon.pro" 
• "define_gps_params.pro" 
• "get_gps _ orbit_parameters. pro" 
• "plot_map. pro" 
• "satellite _ inertial_ vectors. pro" 
















Procedure to compile all routines and functions. 
Code maintainer: 




esolve_routine, 'crossp', lis_function 








·esolve_routine, 'norm', lis_function 
'esolve_routine, 'path-Bep', lis_function 
'esolve_routine, 'plot~p' 
'esolve_routine, 'reverse', lis_function 
'esolve~outine, 'rotx', lis_function 
'esolve_routine, 'roty', lis_function 






















COMMON gps, constants, instrument_input-parameters, instrument_calculated-parameters, orbit-param 














Procedure to obtain xyz position of poing on Earth's surface 
given geodetic latitude and longitude according to WSG84. 
References: 
Misra P, and Enge P.: "Global Positioning System: Signal, 
Measurements, and Perfomance", p.IIS. 
T. Soler: "A compedium of transformation formulas useful in GPS work", 
J. Geodesy, 17:482-490, 1998. 
Input: 
latlonh-PQs - vector or array of vectors containing 
latitude, longitude, height in [rad, rad, m] 
Output: 
xyz""pos - vector or array of vectors containing 
earth fixed xyz position in [m,m,m] 
Original Code maintainer: 
Elke Boerner, 24 April 2002 
Modified and updated by: 
Shikoane Given Phaladi, 03 May 2006 
i================================================================== 
Pro convert_latlon_xyz, latlonh-PQs, XYZ""pos=xyz""pos 







;-----Calculate eccentricity squared 
ecc2 = 2d*flattening - flatteningA2d 
;-----Find out if XYZ-PQS is a vector, or an array of vectors. 
size-PQs = size (latlonh-PQs, IN_DIMENSIONS) 
;-----Calculate 
if (size""pos eq 
numpoints 
XYZ-PQS 
latitude, longitude and height according 
2) then begin 
n_elements(latlonh""pos[*, 0) 
dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
for i=OL, (numpoints-l) do begin 
to WGS84 
n_quer semi_major I sqrt(ld - (ecc2 * (sin(latlonh""pos[i,0])}A2d) ) 
xvalue (n_quer + latlonh""pos[i,2])*cos(latlonh-PQs[i,O])*cos(latlonh""pos[i,l]} 
yvalue (n_quer + latlonh""pos[i,2]}*cos(latlonh""pos[i,O]}*sin(latlonh""pos[i,1]) 
zvalue ((n_quer*(ld _ ecc2) + latlonh""pos[i,2])*sin(latlonh""pos[i,0]}} 
xyz""pos[i,*] 
endfor 




[xvalue, yvalue, zvalue] 
semi~ajor I sqrt(ld - (ecc2 * (sin(latlonh....pos[O]}}A2d) ) 
(n_quer + latlonh""pos[2])*cos(latlonh""pos[0)}*cos(latlonh""pos[1]} 















((n_quer*(ld - ecc2) + latlonh-pos[2])*sin(latlonh-pos[O]» 













Procedure to obtain geodetic latitude [rad], longitude [rad] and height[m] 
coordinates from cartesian coordinates (WGS84). 
References: 
G. Seeber: "Satellite geodesy: foundations, methods, and applications', p.20 
Misra P., and Enge P.: "Global positioning System: Signal, Measurements, and 
perfomance", USA, pg 115, 2004 
Input: 
xyz....p0s - vector or array of vectors containing 
earth fixed xyz position in [m] 
Output: 
latlonh""pos - vector or array of vectors containing 
latitude,longitude,height in [rad,rad,m] 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 09-07-2004 
Modified by: 
Shikoane Phaladi, 03 May 2004 
i============================================================================== 
Pro convert_xyz_latlon, xyz....pos, latlonh....pos=latlonh....pos 







;-----Calculate eccentricity squared 
ecc2 = 2d*flattening - flattening A 2d 
;-----Set start 
accuracy 

















;-----Find out if xyz""poS is a vector, or an array of vectors. 




if (size""pos eq 
numpoints 
latlonh....pos 
latitude, longitude and height 
2) then begin 
according to WGS84 (iterative calculation) 
n_elements (xyz....POs [*, 
= dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
for i=OL, (numpoints-l) do begin 






















; calculation of the longitude 
longitude = atan(xyz-pos[i, 1], xyz-PQs[i, 0]) 











phi (latitude) and height for the given accuracy in an iterative 
1t abs(error-phi» AND (accuracy 1t abs(error_height») do begin 
height_neu 
phi_neu 
semi_major I sqrt(ld - (ecc2 * (sin(phi_neu»A2d) 
sqrt«xyz-PQs[i, 0])A2d + (xyz-pos[i, l])A2d) 
( p_quer I cos (phi) ) - n_quer 
atan( (xyz-pos[i, 2] I p_quer) * $ 
ld / (ld - ecc2 * n_quer / (n_quer + height» 
phi_neu - phi 
= height_neu - height 
; define output array 
1at1onh-PQs[i, *] = [phi_neu, longitude, height_neu] 
endfor 
endif else begin 
; calculation of the longitude 
longitude = atan(xyz-pos[l], xyz-PQs[O]) 
08/17~1 
method 
; calculation of phi (latitude) and height for the given accuracy in an iterative method 
while «accuracy 1t abs(error-phi» AND (accuracy 1t abs(error_height») do begin 
height = height_neu 
phi = phi_neu 
n_quer semi_major I sqrt(ld - (ecc2 * (sin(phi_neu»A2d) 
p_quer sqrt«xyz-PQs[O])A2d + (xyz-PQs[l])A2d) 
height_neu = ( p_quer I cos (phi) ) - n_quer 




ld / (ld - ecc2 * n_quer I (n_quer + height» ) 
phi_neu - phi 
height_neu - height 
; define output vector for one target 
















Procedure to set global GPS satellite orbit parameters, by reading the gps almanac 
files from the website ·hppt://www.navcen.uscg.gov/ftp/GPS/almanacs/" 
Outputs: 
orbit parameters [global]: sat_name [] 
Code maintainer: 






asc node [rad] 
mean_anomaly 




semi major axis of orbit 
angle of perigee 
right ascencion of ascending node 
[rad] : mean anomaly 
;==================================================================================== 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common-Parameters.bat 
;-----Get global parameters 
filename program_execution.gps_orbit_data 











counter = OL 
openr, lun, filename, /get_Iun, ERROR=err 
if (err eq 0) then begin 
while (not eof (lun» do begin 
readf, lun, line 
if (strlowcase(strmid(strtrim(line, 2), 0, 3» eq 'id:') then begin 
sat_name [counter] = strtrim(strmid(line, 3), 2) 
for i=OL, 10 do begin 
readf, lun, line 
label = strlowcase(strtrim(strmid(line, 0, strpos(line, ':'», 2» 
value = strmid(strmid(line, strpos(line, ':') + 1), 2) 
if (label eq 'eccentricity') then eccentricity[counter] = double (value) 
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if (label eq 'orbital inclination(rad)') then inclination[counter] = double (value) 
if (label eq 'sqrt(a) (m 1/2) ') then semi_major[counter] = double(value) ~ 2d 
if (label eq 'right ascen at week (rad) ') then asc_node[counter] = double (value) 
if (label eq 'argument of perigee(rad)') then omega[counter] = double (value) 
if (label eq 'mean anom(rad)') then mean_anomaly[counter] = double(value) 
endfor 
counter = counter + 1L 
endif 
endwhile 
free_l un , lun 












message, 'Error: file' + filename + ' not found!' 
endelse 
















if (program_execution. verbose_mode eq 1) then begin 
print, strjoin(replicate('-', program_execution.dotted_line» 
print, "Global variables updated by 'set_satellite_orbit-parameters' procedure:" 
print, strjoin(replicate('-', program_execution.dotted_line» 
endif 
Adjust semi-major axis to get an exact 1 day repeat cycle 
if (program_execution.adjust_semimajor eq 1) then begin 
for i=OL, (n~gps_ids - lL) do begin 

















Procedure to initialise global simulation parameters. 
Reference: 
The constants have been take from the table in pg 81 of (Misra P. and Enge P., 





03 May 2006 
i================================================================================ 
Pro define-9Ps-params 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common-Parameters.bat 
;-----1nitialise 

























,$ ;exact factor of conversion rad and deg 
,$ ;exact factor to convert deg to rad 
,$ ;speed of light [mls] (exact) 
,$ ;G * mass_earth [mA 3/s A 2] 
,$ ;WGS 84, revised in 1997 [m] 
, $ ; flattening 
,$ ;WGS 84, revised in 1997 [m] 























;semi major axis of orbit [m] 
;argument of perigee [rad] 
;right ascencion of ascending node [rad] 


























































,$ ;length of dotted line 
,$ ;file containing GPS orbit data 
,$ ;print details, O=no, l=yes 
,$ ;adjust semi-major axis, O=no, l=yes 
,$ ;period for repeat cycle 
$ ;through 'center' or 'perpendicular' to E 
j---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
j---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
if (program_execution. verbose_mode eq 1) then begin 
print, 
print, strjoin(replicate('-', program_execution.dotted_line)) 
print, strjoin(replicate('-', program_execution.dotted_line)) 
print, "Global variables have been initialised by 'define_gps-params' procedure." 

















Procedure to calculate the intersection of the antenna pointing vector with 







- (x,y,z) satellite position vector in inertial system 
(x,y,z) satellite velocity vector in inertial system 
- off-nadir angle [rad] 
- squint angle [rad] 
target (x,y,z) position on Earth ellipsoid in inertial system 
range from satellite position to target position 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 25-04-2002 
copyright DLR 
References: 
X-SAR Geometric Error Budget Analysis, Univ. of zurich, Nov. 1990, pg. 24 
R.T. Lord and E. Boerner, 'Calculation of Earth Ellipsoid Intersection', 
DLR, July 2002. 
;============================================================================= 
Pro ellipsoidal_intersection, sat-POs_in, sat_vel_in, off_nadir, squint=squint, $ 
target-POs_in=target-POs_in, range=range 
j-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common-.Parameters.bat 
;-----Default values 
if (not n_elements(squint» then squint=Od 













instrument_input -.Par ameters.roll 
instrument_input-parameters.pitch 
;-----Set antenna look direction 
if keyword_set(leftlook) then begin 
antenna_direction -1 ;-1 for left-looking antenna 
endif else begin 
antenna_direction 1 ;+1 for right-looking antenna 
endelse 
;-----Error checking 
Size-PQs = size (sat-PQs_in) 
Size_vel = size (sat_vel_in) 
if (Size-POs[O] ne Size_vel[O]) then begin 
message, 'Error: Position and velocity vectors have different sizes!' 
endif 














;-----Find out if sat-POs and sat_vel are vectors, or arrays of vectors. 








eq 1) then begin 
reform(sat-POs_in, 1, 3) 
reform(sat_vel_in, 1, 3) 
reform (sat_latlonh, 1, 3) 
dblarr(numvectors) 
dblarr(numvectors, 3) 
n_satellite_system [cos(off_nadir - (!dpi/2d» * cos(squint) * antenna_direction, $ 
cos(off_nadir - (!dpi/2d» * sin(squint), $ 
sin(off_nadir - (!dpi/2d»] 
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n_trajectory_system reform (rotz (yaw) ii roty(roll) i* rotx(pitch) *i n_satellite_system) 
for i=OL, (numvectors-1) do begin 
;-----Find the trajectory system directional unit vectors 
if (nadir_definition eq 'perpendicular') then begin 
zenith = [cos (sat_latlonh[i, 0]) * cos(sat_latlonh[i, 1]), cos (sat_latlonh[i, 0]) * $ 
sin(sat_latlonh[i, 1]), sin (sat_latlonh [i, 0])] 
endif else begin 
;Note: In the following definition of zenith the vector goes through the origin! 
zenith = reform(sat-POs_in[i, *]) 
endelse 
xdir crossp(sat_vel_in[i, *], zenith) 
ydir = crossp(zenith, xdir) 
ez = zenith / norm(zenith) 
ex xdir / norm (xdir) 
ey ydir / norm (ydir) 
D = [transpose(ex), transpose(ey), transpose(ez)] 
;-----A line can be described through a point P=(xl, y1, zl) and a direction 
;vector r=(a, b, c). The parametric representation for the line is: 
;x xl + a*lambda 
;y y1 + b*lambda 
;z zl + c*lambda 
;-----The equation for the earth ellipsoid is: 
; (xA 2 / semimajor A 2) + (yA2 / semimajor A2) + (z A2 / semiminorA2) - 1 0 
;-----Now insert the equations for the line into the ellipsoid equation and solve 
;for lambda. 
a «n_inertia1_system[O]A2d + n_inertia1_system[1]A2d) / (r_equatoria1A2d» + $ 
«n_inertial_system[2]A2d) / r-POlarA2d) 
b «(2d * n_inertial_system[O] * sat-POs_in[i, 0]) + (2d * n_inertial_system[l] * $ 
sat-pos_in[i, 1]» / (r_equatorialA2d» + «2d * n_inertia1_system[2] * $ 
sat-pos_in[i, 2]) / (r-polarA2d» 
c «(sat-POs_in[i, 0]A2d) + (sat-POs_in[i, 1]A2d» / (r_equatorialA2d» + $ 
«sat-pos_in[i, 2]A2d) / (r-polarA2d» - 1d 
sqrt_arg = b A2d - 4*a*c 
if (sqrt_arg ge Od) then begin 












lambda2 = (-b - sqrt(sqrt_arg» / (2d * a) 
;-----We are only interested in the smaller value of lambda, i.e. we don't 
;want the pOint where the line exits the ellipsoid. 
lambda = min([lambda1, lambda2jl 
range[ij = lambda 
No real solution for earth trace!' 
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*] [1, 1, 1] ;To prevent division by 0 when converting to lat/lon 
= -1 ii.e. an impossible value 
endelse 
endfor 




















File: /media/usbdisk/latest/compile routines.pro Page 1 of 1 
;=============================================================================================== 
Description: 
Procedure to compile all routines and functions. 
Code maintainer: 
Shikoane Given Phaladi, 02-06-06 
;=============================================================================================== 
Pro compile_routines 
resolve routine, 'convert_xyz_latlon' 
resolve-routine, 'crossp', lis_function 
resolve-routine, 'define_gps_params' 
resol ve - routine, 'ellipsoidal_inte rsection ' 
resol ve=routine, 'get_repeat_cycle_semimaj 0 r' 
resolve routine, 'get_gps_orbit_parameters' 
resolve=routine, 'filepath', lis_function 
resol ve routine, 'map_continents' 
resolve=routine, 'map_grid' 
resolve_routine, 'map_set' 
resolve_routine, 'norm', lis function 
resolve_routine, 'path_sep , ,-lis_function 
resolve routine, 'plot_map' 
resol ve- routine, 'reverse', lis function 
resolve-routine, 'rotx', lis_function 
resolve=routine, 'roty', lis_function 
resolve routine, 'rotz', lis function 
resolve=routine, 'satellite Inertial vectors' 
resolve routine, 'transform-inertial-to fixed' 
resolve=routine, 'reflection_pos' 
resolve routine, 'fresnel' 
resol ve=routine, 'reflection angle' 
resolve_routine, 'fresnel_smajor' 












File: /media/usbdisk/latest/convertJatlon_xyz.pro Page 1 of 2 
;=============================================================================== 
Description: 
Procedure to obtain xyz position of poing on Earth's surface 
given geodetic latitude and longitude according to WSG84. 
References: 
Misra P, and Enge P.: "Global Positioning System: Signal, 
Measurements, and Perfomance", p.llS. 
T. Soler: "A compedium of transformation formulas useful in GPS work", 
J. Geodesy,17:482-490, 1998. 
Input: 
Output: 
Original Code maintainer: 
Elke Boerner, 24 April 2002 
Modified and updated by: 
vector or array of vectors containing 
latitude, longitude, height in [rad, rad, m] 
vector or array of vectors containing 
earth fixed xyz position in [m,m,m] 
Shikoane Given Phaladi, 03 May 2006 
;=============================================================================== 







;-----Calculate eccentricity squared 
ecc2 2d*flattening flattening A2d 
;-----Find out if xyz_pos is a vector, or an array of vectors. 
size_pos = size(latlonh_pos, IN_DIMENSIONS) 
;-----Calculate 
calculation) 




eq 2) then begin 
n_elements(latlonh_pos[*, 0]) 
dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
for i=0L, (numpoints-1) do begin 



























(n_quer + latlonh_pos[i,2])*cos(latlonh_pos[i,0])*cos 
(n_quer + latlonh_pos[i,2])*cos(latlonh_pos[i,0])*sin 
((n_quer*(ld - ecc2) + latlonh_pos[i,2])*sin(latlonh_pos[i,0])) 
[xvalue, yvalue, zvalue] 
semi major / sqrt(ld - (ecc2 * (sin(latlonh poS[0]))A2d) ) 
(n_quer + latlonh_pos[2])*cos(latlonh_pos[0])*cos(latlonh_pos 
(n_quer + latlonh_pos[2])*cos(latlonh_pos[0])*sin(latlonh_pos 
((n_quer*(ld - ecc2) + latlonh_pos[2])*sin(latlonh_pos[0])) 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/convert xyz latlon.pro Page 1 of 3 
;=============================================================================================== 
; Description: 
; Procedure to obtain geodetic latitude [rad], longitude [rad] and height[m] 
coordinates 
from cartesian coordinates (WGS84). 
References: 
G. Seeber: "Satellite geodesy: foundations, methods, and applications", p.20 
Misra P., and Enge P.: "Global Positioning System: Signal, Measurements, and 
perfomance", USA, pg llS, 2004 
Input: 
vector or array of vectors containing 
earth fixed xyz position in [m] 
Output: 
- vector or array of vectors containing 
latitude, longitude, height in [rad,rad,m] 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 09-07-2004 
Modified by: 
Shikoane Phaladi, 03 May 2004 
;=============================================================================================== 





constants. semi major 
constants. flattening 
;-----Calculate eccentricity squared 




















;-----Find out if xyz_pos is a vector, or an array of vectors. 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/convert xyz latlon.pro 
;-----Calculate 
calculation) 
if (size_pos eq 
numpoints 
laHonh_pos 
latitude, longitude and height according to WGS84 (iterative 
2) then begin 
= n_elements(xyz_pos[*, 0]) 
= dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
for i=0L, (numpoints-l) do begin 
; start values for each target!! 
error phi = Id 
error=height = Id 





; calculation of the longitude 
longitude = atan(xyz_pos[i, 1], xyz_pos[i, 0]) 
Page 2 of 3 
; calculation of phi (latitude) and height for the given accuracy in an iterative 
method 













semi_major / sqrt(ld - (ecc2 * (sin(phi_neu))A2d) 
sqrt((xyz_pos[i, 0])A2d + (xyz_pos[i, 1])A2d) 
( p_quer / cos(phi) ) - n_quer 
atan( (xyz_pos[i, 2] / p_quer) * $ 
Id / (ld - ecc2 * n_quer / (n_quer + height)) 
phi_neu - phi 
= height_neu - height 
; define output array 
latlonh_pos[i, *] = [phi_neu, longitude, height_neu] 
endfor 
endif else begin 
; calculation of the longitude 
longitude = atan(xyz_pos[l], xyz_pos[0]) 
; calculation of phi (latitude) and height for the given accuracy in an iterative 
method 










abs(error_phi)) AND (accuracy lt abs(error_height))) 
= height neu 
= phi_neu 
semi major / sqrt(ld - (ecc2 * (sin(phi neu))A2d) 
= sqrt((xyz_pos[0])A2d + (xyz_pos[1])A2d) 
= ( p_quer / cos(phi) ) - n_quer 
= atan( (xyz_pos[2] / p_quer) * $ 
Id / (ld - ecc2 * n_quer / (n_quer + height)) 
phi_neu - phi 
= height_neu - height 
; define output vector for one target 























File: /media/usbdisk/latest/ellipsoidal intersection.pro Page 1 of 3 
;============================================================================= 
Description: 
Procedure to calculate the intersection of the antenna pointing vector with 
the Earth ellipsoid. 
Inputs: 





(X,y,z) satellite position vector in inertial system 
(x,y,z) satellite velocity vector in inertial system 
off-nadir angle [radj 
squint angle [radj 
target_pos_in - target (x,y,z) position on Earth ellipsoid in inertial system 
range - range from satellite position to target position 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 25-04-2002 
copyright DLR 
References: 
X-SAR Geometric Error Budget Analysis, Univ. of Zurich, Nov. 1990, pg. 24 
R.T. Lord and E. Boerner, 'Calculation of Earth Enipsoid Intersection', 
DLR, July 2002. 
;============================================================================= 
Pro ellipsoidal_intersection, sat_pos_in, sat_vel_in, off_nadir, squint=squint, $ 
target_pos_in=target_pos_in, range=range 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
;-----Default values 
if (not n_elements(squint)) then squint=0d 












instrument input parameters.yaw 
instrument=input=parameters.roll 
instrument_input_parameters.pitch 
;-----Set antenna look direction 
if keyword_set(leftlook) then begin 
antenna_direction -1 ;-1 for left-looking antenna 
endif else begin 













Size pos = size(sat pos in) 
Size-vel = size(sat-vel-in) 
if (Size_pos[0] ne Size=vel[0]) then begin 
message, 'Error: Position and velocity vectors have different sizes!' 
endif 
;-----Convert xyz to latlonh 
convert_xyz_latlon, sat_pos_in, latlonh=sat latlonh 
;-----Find out if sat_pos and sat_vel are vectors, or arrays of vectors. 
if (Size_pos[0] eq 2) then numvectors = Size_pos[l] else numvectors = 1 
if (numvectors 
sat_pos_in 





eq 1) then begin 
refo rm (sat pos in, 1, 3) 
reform(sat-vel-in, 1, 3) 
reform(sat=latlonh, 1, 3) 
dblarr(numvectors) 
dblarr(numvectors, 3) 
Page 2 of 3 
[cos(off nadir - (!dpi/2d)) * cos(squint) * antenna_direction, $ 
cos(off-nadir - (!dpi/2d)) * sin(squint), $ 
sin(off-nadir - (!dpi/2d))] 
n_trajectory_system 
n_satellite_system) 
reform(rotz(yaw) ## roty(roll) ## rotx(pitch) ## 
for i=0L, (numvectors-l) do begin 
* $ 
;-----Find the trajectory system directional unit vectors 
if (nadir definition eq 'perpendicular') then begin 
zenith-= [cos(sat_latlonh[i, 0]) * cos(sat_latlonh[i, 1]), cos(sat_latlonh[i, 0]) 
sin(sat latlonh[i, 1]), sin(sat latlonh[i, 0])] 
end if else begin - -
;Note: In the following definition of zenith the vector goes through the origin! 
zenith = reform(sat_pos_in[i, *]) 
endelse 
xdir crossp(sat vel in[i, *], zenith) 
ydir crossp(zenIth,-xdir) 
ez zenith / norm(zenith) 
ex xdir / norm(xdir) 
ey ydir / norm(ydir) 
D = [transpose(ex), transpose(ey), transpose(ez)] 
;-----A line can be described through a pOint P=(xl, yl, zl) and a direction 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/ellipsoidaUntersection.pro Page 3 of 3 
lon 
;x = xl + a*lambda 
;y yl + b*lambda 
;z = zl + c*lambda 
;-----The equation for the earth ellipsoid is: 
; (xA2 / semimajorA2) + (yA2 / semimajorA2) + (zA2 / semiminorA2) - 1 = 0 
;-----Now insert the equations for the line into the ellipsoid equation and solve 
;for lambda. 
a = ((n_inertial_system[0]A2d + n_inertial_system[I]A2d) / (r_equatorialA2d)) + $ 
((n_inertial_system[2]A2d) / r_polarA2d) 
b = (((2d * n_inertial_system[0] * sat_pos_in[i, 0]) + (2d * n_inertial_system[l] * $ 
sat_pos_in[i, 1])) / (r_equatorialA2d)) + ((2d * n_inertial_system[2] * $ 
sat_pos_in[i, 2]) / (r_polarA2d)) 
c (((sat_pos_in[i, 0]A2d) + (sat_pos_in[i, I]A2d)) / (r_equatorialA2d)) + $ 
((sat_pos_in[i, 2]A2d) / (r_polarA2d)) - Id 
sqrt_arg = bA2d - 4*a*c 
if (sqrt_arg ge 0d) then begin 
lambda 1 = (-b + sqrt(sqrt_arg)) / (2d * a) 
lambda2 = (-b - sqrt(sqrt_arg)) / (2d * a) 
;-----We are only interested in the smaller value of lambda, i.e. we don't 
;want the point where the line exits the ellipsoid. 
lambda = min([lambdal, lambda2]) 
range[ij = lambda 
endif else begin 
print, 'Warning: No real solution for earth trace!' 
target_pos_in[i, *] [1, 1, 1] ;To prevent division by 0 when converting to lat/ 
range[i] 
endelse 
= -1 ;i.e. an impossible value 
endfor 
eq 1) then begin if (numvecto rs 
sat_pos_in 


















File: /media/usbdisk/latest/fresnel.pro Page 1 of 2 
;========================================================== 
Description: 






the wavelength at which the satellite transmit 
the fresnel zone number 
position of the receiver 
satellite position 
reflection position 
Output: f radius fresnel radius [m] 
Code maintainer: 
Shikoane Given Phaladi, 18 May 2006 
;========================================================== 
Pro fresnel,w, n, rec_xyz, sat_xyz, ref_xyz, f_radius = temp,starttime=starttime,$ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep, timer = timer 
; Global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
radeg = constants.radeg 
numpoints = long(timeduration / timestep) + lL 
tottime = starttime 
temp = dblarr(numpoints) 
timer = dblarr(numpoints) 
for i=0L, (numpoints-l) do begin 
;--------magnitude of the RS and GS vectors 
;---------calculating the Fresnel radius 
f_radius = sqrt ((n*w*RS*GS)/(RS + GS)) 
temp[i,*] = f_radius 
timer[i] = tottime 






















File: /media/usbdisk/latest/fresnel_ellipse Page 1 of 1 
Pro fresnel ellipse, final angle, n, w, sat pos ef, rec_pos, ellipse_par final, 
starttime=starttime,$ - - -
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
;-----Find out if xyz_pos is a vector, or an array of vectors. 
;size_pos = size(sat_pos_ef, IN DIMENSIONS) 
;-----Calculate latitude, longitude and height according to WGS84 (iterative 
calculation) 
;if (size_pos eq 2) then begin 
numpoints = n_elements(sat_pos_ef[*, 0]) 
degrad constants.dtor 
;-----Now advance until (starttime + timeduration), in timestep intervals 
tottime starttime 
numpoints = long(timeduration I timestep) + IL 
;ellipse_par = dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
final = dblarr(numpoints) 
for i=0L, (numpoints-l) do begin 
h_rec = rec_pos[2] ; height of the receiver 
h_gps = sat_pos_ef[i,2] ; height of the GPS satellite 
r = sqrt ( (rec_pos[0]-sat_pos_ef[i,0])A2d + (rec_pos[l]-sat_pos_ef[i,l]) 
A2d) ;distance between the rec&sat 
delta n = n*w/2d 
theta-angle = atan((h rec - h gps)/r)*degrad 
sec =-ld/cos(theta_angle) -
terml = (delta_n/r + sec)A2d 
yl = (r/2d)*sqrt(((delta_n/r)A2d + 2d*delta_n*sec/r)*(ld - (tan(theta_angle)A2)1 
(terml-Id))) 













File: /media/usbdisk/latest/fresnel_ellipse.pro Page 1 of 1 
Pro fresnel_ellipse, final_angle, n, w, sat_pos_ef, rec_pos, ellipse_par final, 
starttime=starttime,$ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
;-----Find out if xyz_pos is a vector, or an array of vectors. 
;size_pos size(sat_pos_ef, IN_DIMENSIONS) 
;-----Calculate latitude, longitude and height according to WGS84 (iterative 
calculation) 
;if (size_pos eq 2) then begin 
numpoints = n_elements(sat_pos_ef[*, O]) 
degrad constants.dtor 
;-----Now advance until (starttime + timeduration), in timestep intervals 
tottime starttime 
numpoints = long(timeduration I timestep) + IL 
;ellipse_par = dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
final = dblarr(numpoints) 
for i=0L, (numpoints-l) do begin 
h_rec = rec_pos[2] ; height of the receiver 
h_gps = sat_pos_ef[i,2] ; height of the GPS satellite 
r = sqrt ( (rec_pos[0]-sat_pos_ef[i,0])A2d + (rec_pos[l]-sat_pos_ef[i,l]) 
A2d) ;distance between the rec&sat 
delta n = n*w/2d 
theta=angle = atan((h_rec - h_gps),r)*degrad 
sec = ld/(cos(theta_angle)) 
terml = (delta n/r + sec)A2d 
yl = (r/2d)*sqrt(((delta_n/r)A2d + 2d*delta_n*sec/r)*(ld - ((tan(theta_angle))A2)1 
(terml-Id))) 
xl = yl*sqrt(ld + ld/(terml - ld)) 













File: /media/usbdisk/latest/get_gps_orbit_parameters.pro Page 1 of 2 
;==================================================================================== 
Description: 
Procedure to set global GPS satellite orbit parameters, by reading the gps almanac 
files from the website "hppt://www.navcen.uscg.gov/ftp/GPS/almanacs/" 
Outputs: 
orbit parameters [global]: sat name 







Richard Lord, 08-07-2004 
Updated by: 











semi major axis of orbit 
angle of perigee 
right ascencion of ascending node 
mean anomalY 
;==================================================================================== 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
;-----Get global parameters 
filename program_execution.gps_orbit_data 
num_gps_ids = n_elements(orbit_parameters.sat_name) 
;-----Initialise 
sat name strarr(num gps ids) 
eccentricity dblarr(num=gps=ids) 
inclination dblarr(num_gps_ids) 
semi_major dblarr(num gps ids) 
omega dblarr(num=gps=ids) 
asc node dblarr(num_gps_ids) 
mean_anomalY dblarr(num_gps_ids) 
; - - - - -Read file 
Line 
counter = 0L 
openr, lun, filename, /get_lun, ERROR=err 
if (err eq 0) then begin 
while (not eof(lun)) do begin 
readf, lun, line 
if (strlowcase(strmid(strtrim(Une, 2), 0, 3)) eq 'id:') then begin 
sat_name[counter] = strtrim(strmid(line, 3), 2) 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/get_gps_orbit_parameters.pro Page 2 of 2 
readf, lun, line 
label = strlowcase(strtrim(strmid(line, 0, strpos(line, ': ')), 2)) 
value = strmid(strmid(line, strpos(line, ':') + 1), 2) 
if (label eq 'eccentricity') then eccentricity[counter] = double(value) 
if (label eq 'orbital inclination(rad)') then inclination[counter] = double 
(value) 
if (label eq 'sqrt(a) (m 1/2) ') then semi_major[counter] = double(value) A 
2d 
if (label eq 'right ascen at week(rad)') then asc_node[counter] = double 
(value) 
if (label eq 'argument of perigee(rad) ') then omega[counter] = double(value) 
if (label eq 'mean anom(rad) ') then mean_anomaly[counter] = double(value) 
endfor 




endif else begin 
message, 'Error: file' + filename + ' not found!' 
endelse 
Update global parameters 
orbit parameters. sat name 
orbit=parameters.eccentricity 













if (program_execution.verbose_mode eq 1) then begin 
print, strjoin(replicate('-', program_execution.dotted_line)) 
print, "Global variables updated by 'set_sateHite_orbit_parameters' procedure:" 
print, strjoin(replicate(' -', program_execution.dotted_line)) 
endif 
Adjust semi-major axis to get an exact 1 day repeat cycle 
if (program_execution.adjust_semimajor eq 1) then begin 
for i=0L, (num gps ids - IL) do begin 
















Procedure to modify the semi-major axis corresponding to the repeat 
cycle specified by the number of days. 
Code maintaine r: 
Richard Lord, 09-07-2004 
Reviewed by: 
Shikoane G. Phaladi, April-2006 
Note: One repeat cycle is *less* than 24 hours, and is roughly 26h56min 
;======================================================================= 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
;-----Get constants and parameters 
radeg constants.radeg 
gm_earth constants.gm_earth 
omega_earth = constants.omega_earth 
omega orbit_parameters.omega[sat_num] 
semi_major orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat_num] 
old semi major orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat_num] 
days - program_execution.repeat_cycle_days 
;-----User-defined parameters 
max delta lon 0.1d 
max-delta-lat = Id-12 - -
;-----Some calculations 
single_day (2d * !dpi) / omega_earth 
timeduration 0d 
timestep = Id 
; -----Change omega temporarily to zero if it is non-zero, because 
this procedure is designed for omega=zero 
orbit_parameters.omega[sat_num] = 0d 
;-----Get satellite statevectors in inertial system at time=0 
starttime = 0d 
Page 1 of 3 
satellite inertial vectors, sat pos in, sat vel in, sat num, starttime=starttime, $ 
- - timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
transform inertial to fixed, sat pos in, pos ef=sat pos ef start, starttime=starttime, $ 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/get repeat cycle semimajor.pro - - -
;-----Get satellite statevectors in inertial system at time=repeat-cycle time 
starttime = single_day * days 
Page 2 of 3 
satellite inertial vectors, sat pos in, sat vel in, sat num, starttime=starttime, $ 
- - timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
transform inertial to fixed, sat pos in, pos ef=sat pos ef end, starttime=starttime, $ 
- - - timeduration=timeduratIon,-timestep=timestep 
convert_xyz_latlon, sat_pos_ef_end, latlonh=sat_latlonh_end 
;-----Increase semi-major until longitude corresponds to start value 
delta lon sat latlonh end[l] sat latlonh start[l] 
delta=lon_orig = delta lon -
delta semimajorl = 0d 
while-(abs(delta lon) gt max delta lon) do begin 
$ 
orbit parameters.semi major[sat-num] = semi major + delta semimajorl 
satel1ite_inertial_vectors, sat=pos_in, sat=vel_in, sat_num, starttime=starttime, $ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
transform_inertial_to_fixed, sat_pos_in, pos_ef=sat_pos_ef_end, starttime=starttime, 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
convert_xyz_latlon, sat_pos_ef_end, latlonh=sat_latlonh_end 
delta_semimajorl delta_semimajorl + l0d 
delta_lon sat_latlonh_end[l] sat_latlonh start[l] 
endwhile 
;-----Decrease semi-major until longitude corresponds to start value 
delta lon = delta lon orig 
delta-semimajor2 = 0d - -
while-(abs(delta lon) gt max delta lon) do begin 
orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat=num] = semi_major + delta_semimajor2 
satellite_inertial_vectors, sat_pos_in, sat_vel_in, sat_num, starttime=starttime, $ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
$ 
transform_inertial_to_fixed, sat_pos_in, pos_ef=sat_pos_ef_end, starttime=starttime, 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
convert xyz latlon, sat pos ef end, latlonh=sat latlonh end 
delta_semimajor2 delta_semimajor2 - l0d - -
delta_lon sat_latlonh_end[l] sat_latlonh_start[l] 
endwhile 
;-----Now choose semi-major which is closest to original semi-major 
if (delta_semimajorl It abs(delta_semimajor2)) then begin 
orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat_num] semi_major + delta_semimajorl 
endif else begin 
orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat_num] semi_major + delta_semimajor2 
endelse 
;-----Now fine-tune result 
satellite_inertial_vectors, sat_pos_in, sat_vel_in, sat_num, starttime=starttime, $ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
transform_inertial_to_fixed, sat_pos_in, pos_ef=sat_pos_ef_end, starttime=starttime, $ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
convert_xyz_latlon, sat_pos_ef_end, latlonh=sat_latlonh_end 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/getJepeat_cycle_semimajor.pro Page 3 of 3 
delta_semimajor = 1d 
while (abs(delta lat1) gt max delta lat) do begin 
orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat_num] = orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat_num] + 
delta_semimajor 
$ 
satellite inertial vectors, sat pos in, sat vel in, sat num, starttime=starttime, $ 
- - timeduration=timeduratIon, timestep=timestep 
transform_inertial_to_fixed, sat_pos_in, pos_ef=sat_pos_ef_end, starttime=starttime, 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 




sat latlonh end[0] - sat latlonh start[0] 
(delta_semimajor / (delta_lat1 -delta_lat2)) * delta lat2 
delta lat2 
endwhile 
;-----Change omega back to original value 
orbit_parameters.omega[sat_num] = omega 
;-----Calculate number of orbits during repeat cycle 
period 2d * !dpi * sqrt((orbit_parameters.semi_major[sat_num]A3d) / gm_earth) 
numorbits (single_day * days) / period 
Print information 
if (program_execution.verbose_mode eq 1) then begin 
print, strjoin(replicate(' -', program_execution.dotted_line)) 








'GPS satellite ID 
strtrim(orbit_parameters.sat_name[sat_num], 2) 
'previous value for orbit_parameters. semi_major 
strtrim(old semi major / 1800d, 2) 
'new value for orbit_parameters. semi_major [km] 
strtrim(orbit parameters.semi major[sat num] / 
'Repeat cycle [days] - -
'Number of orbits during repeat cycle 
+ $ 
[km] + $ 
+ $ 
1800d, 2) 
+ strtrim(days, 2) 
, + strtrim(numorbits, 

















Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




























































******** Week 349 almanac for PRN-05 ******** 














Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 



























































******** Week 349 almanac for PRN-09 ******** 
ID: 09 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/gps almanac.txt 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 
Mean Anom( rad) : 
Af0 (5) : 
Afl(s/s): 
week: 




Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 


























































******** Week 349 almanac for PRN-14 ******** 
ID: 14 
Health: 000 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/gps almanac.txt 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 
Mean Anom ( rad) : 
Af0 (5) : 
Afl(s/s) : 
week: 
******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 












































































Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
ID: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 














































































Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital 1nclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
10: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 





































































File: /media/usbdisk/latest/gps almanac.txt 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
ID: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
ID: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 








Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 




******** Week 349 almanac 
ID: 
Health: 
Eccent rici ty: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 





































































SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 






















File: /media/usbdisk/latest/introduce_common_parameters,bat Page 1 of 1 
COMMON gps, constants, instrument_input_parameters, instrument_calculated_parameters, 

































Array of longitude values [radl 
Array of latitude values [radl 
Orthogonal projection, as opposed to default mercator 
Cylindrical projection 
Plot on existing window 
If set, plot is drawn in a different colour 
Zoom in by setting limits on plot window 
Draw high-resolution map 
Draw rivers 
Draw gridlines 
A factor by which the northern plot limit is increased 
A factor by which the southern plot limit is increased 
A factor by which the eastern plot limit is increased 
A factor by which the western plot limit is increased 
Symbol used for plotting target or satellite 'head' 
psym=8 uses a user-defined symbol, which is a circle 
Plot on a world map. 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 08-07-2004 
Updated by: 
Shikoane Given Phaladi, May 2006 
;======================================================================= 
radeg 








grid = grid, $ 
margin_north=margin_north, $ 
margin south=margin south, $ 
margin=east=margin_east, $ 
margin_west=margin_west, $ 
color = color,$ 
psym = psym 
180d / !dpi 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/plot map.pro 
if (not keyword set(hires)) then hires=0 
if (not keyword=set(rivers)) then rivers=0 
if (not keyword_set(grid)) then grid=0 
if (not n elements(margin north)) then margin north=0.8 
if (not n-elements(margin-south)) then margin-south=0.8 
if (not n=elements(margin=east)) then margin_east=0.8 
if (not n_elements(margin_west)) then margin_west=0.8 
if (not n_elements(psym)) then psym=8 


















ref col 8 
rec col = 9 






















tvlct, 0, 0, 255, rivers col 
tvlct, 255, 0, 255, orbit col 
tvlct, 46, 139, 87, trace col 
tvlct, 0, 0, 0, frame col 
tvlct, 0, 255, 0, ref col -
tvlct, 0, 0, 255, rec col -
lat center = 0.0 -
10n center = 0.0 
Limi t = [-20.0, 5.0, -50.0, 45.0] 
; Limit = [-90.0, -180.0, 90.0, 180.0] 
if (not keyword_set(keepoldplot)) then begin 
window, /free, xsize=740, ysize=800 
if (keyword set(cylindrical)) then begin 
map_set,-lat_center, lon_center, Limit=Limit, /cylindrical, /isotropic 
endif else begin 
map_set, lat_center, lon_center, Limit=Limit, /mercator, /isotropic 
endelse 
map_continents, hires=hires, /fill_continents, color=continent_col 
map_continents, hires=hires, /coasts, color=coast_col 
map_continents, hires=hires, /countries, color=countries_col 
if (rivers) then begin 
map_continents, hires=hires, /rivers, color=rivers col 
endif 
if (grid) then begin 
map_grid, color=grid_col, /label 
endif 
endif 
if (keyword_set(clean)) then begin 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/plot_map.pro Page 3 of 3 
if (keyword_set(cylindrical)) then begin 
map set, lat center, 10n center, Limit=Limit, Icylindrical, lisotropic 
endif else begin -
map set, lat center, 10n center, Limit=Limit, Imercator, lisotropic 
endelse - -
map continents, hires=hires, Ifill continents, color=continent col 
map=continents, hires=hires, Icoasts, color=coast_col -
map_continents, hires=hires, Icountries, color=countries col 
if (rivers) then begin 
map_continents, hires=hires, Irivers, color=rivers_col 
endif 
if (grid) then begin 
map_grid, color=grid_col, 11abel 
endif 
endif 
;s = 1 
;thick = randomu(s) 
thick = 2 
;fill = 1 
qN 49 ;number of points 
q r 2.0 ; radius 
qa (findgen(qN) I (qN - 1.0)) * 2d * !dpi 
qx qr * sin(qa) 
qy qr * cos(qa) 
usersym, qx, qy, Ifill ;thick=thick, 
if (n elements(lon arr)) then begin 
numpoints = n elements(lon arr) 
if (keyword set(earthtrace)) then begin 
8 
oplot, lon arr * radeg, lat arr * radeg, color=trace_col, thick=l 
endif else begin 
oplot, 10n_arr * radeg, lat_arr * radeg, color=orbit_col, thick=2 
oplot, 10n_arr[numpoints-l:numpoints-lj * radeg, $ 
lat_arr[numpoints-l:numpoints-lj * radeg, color=orbit col, thick=2,psym 
;oplot, lon_arr[numpoints-l:numpoints-lj * radeg, $ 
lat_arr[numpoints-l:numpoints-lj * radeg, color=ref col, thick=l, psym 1 
;oplot, 10n_arr[numpoints-1:numpoints-lj * radeg, $ 






























Code Maintaine r: 
PRF-synchronized starting time of orbit observation 
duration of orbit observation 
time between statevector outputs 
position vector in earth-fixed system 
position vector of the receiver 
reflection position 
Shikoane Given Phaladi, 08-May-2006 
;====================================================================== 
Page 1 of 2 
Pro reflection_pos, sat_pos_ef, rec_pos, ref_xyz_pos = ref_xyz_pos, starttime=starttime, 
$ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
;-----Find out if xyz_pos is a vector, or an array of vectors. 
;size_pos = size(sat_pos_ef, IN_DIMENSIONS) 
;-----Calculate latitude, longitude and height according to WGS84 (iterative 
calculation) 
;if (size pos eq 2) then begin 
numpolnts = n_elements(sat_pos_ef[*, 0]) 






long(timeduration I timestep) + lL 
= dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
= dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
starttime 
(numpoints-l) do begin 
h rec = rec pos[2] 
h_gps = sat=pos_ef[i,2] 
; height of the receiver 
; height of the GPS satellite 
diff = [(sat pos ef[i,0] - rec pos[0]),(sat pos ef[i,l] - rec_pos[l]),$ 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/reflection pos.pro 
tottime tottime + timestep 
endfor 
;if (numpoints eq 1) then begin 
ref_xyz_pos = reform(ref_xyz_pos) 
;endif 
End 













Function which returns the rotation matrix around the x-axis. 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 17-04-2002 
copyright DLR 
Reviewed by: 
Shikoane G. Phaladi, April-2006 
;================================================================ 
Function rotx, angle 
return, [[ld, 0d, 0d], $ 
End 
[0d, cos(angle), -sin(angle)], $ 
[0d, sin(angle), cos(angle)]] 













Function which returns the rotation matrix around the y-axis. 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 17-04-2002 
copyright DLR 
Reviewed by: 
Shikoane G. Phaladi, April-2006 
;================================================================ 
Function roty, angle 
return, [[ cos(angle), 0d, sin(angle)], $ 
[ 0d, 1d, 0d], $ 
[-sin(angle), 0d, cos(angle)]] 
End 













Function which returns the rotation matrix around the z-axis. 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 17-04-2002 
copyright DLR 
Reviewed by: 
Shikoane G. Phaladi, April-2006 
;================================================================ 
Function rotz, angle 
return, [[cos(angle), -sin(angle), 0d], $ 
[sin(angle), cos(angle), 0d], $ 
[ 0d, 0d, 1d]] 
End 

































PRF-synchronized starting time of orbit observation 
duration of orbit observation 
time between statevector outputs 








gravitation constant * mass of earth 
equatorial radius of earth 
eccentricity 
semi major axis of orbit 
inclination of orbit 
right ascencion of ascending node 
angle of perigee 
mean anomaly 
Page 1 of 3 
sat_pos_in 
sat vel in 
[m] 
[m/s] 
position vectors of partial orbit in earth-fixed system 
velocity vectors of partial orbit in earth-fixed system 
Note: 
Time zero (to) is defined when the satellite passes through the perigee. 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 24-04-2002 
copyright DLR 
Updated and modified by: 
Shikoane Given Phaladi, 04 May 2006 
References: 
Matlab orbits.m procedure 
Seeber, G. "Satellite Geodesy", de Gruyter, 1993. 
Montenbruck, o. and Gill, E. "Satellite Orbits: Models, Methods, and 
applications", Springer, 2000. 
Lord, R. T. "Keplerian Orbit Simulation in an Earth-fixed Terrestrial 
Reference System", DLR, July 2002. 
;======================================================================= 
Pro satellite inertial vectors, sat pos in, sat vel in, sat num, starttime=starttime, $ 
- -timedu ration;timedu ration, tImestep=timestep, printon=printon 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/satellite_inertial_vectors.pro Page 2 of 3 
newtons_method_accuracy = ld-12 
;-----Get Earth parameters based on Earth-Model WGS84 and JGM3. 
gm_earth = constants.gm_earth 
r_equatorial = constants.semi_major 
radeg = constants.radeg 
gravitation constant * mass of earth 
earth radius at equator [m] 
exact convention from radians to degrees 













;-----Default values for keywords 
if (not n elements(starttime)) then starttime=0d 
if (not n-elements(timeduration)) then timeduration=6000d 
if (not n=elements(timestep)) then timestep=10d 
;-----Error checking 
if (timestep le 0d) then begin 
timestep = abs(timestep) > 1.0 
print, 'Warning: Inappropriate value for timestep.' 
print, ' Setting timestep to " strtrim(timestep, 2) 
endif 
if (timeduration It 0d) then begin 
timeduration = abs(timeduration) > 0d 
print, 'Warning: Setting timeduration to' strtrim(timeduration) 
endif 
;-----Orbit parameter calculations 
_________ The condition for getting the perigee 
if (eccentricity ge ld) then begin 
print, 'Warning: The perigee value is infinity' 
endif 
if ((eccentricity ge 0d) and (eccentricity It ld)) then begin 
perigee = semi_major * (ld - eccentricity) 
endif 










semi_major * (ld + eccentricity) 
apogee - r_equatorial 
perigee - r_equatorial 
semi_major * sqrt(ld - (eccentricityA 2d)) 
!dpi * semi_major * semiminor 
sqrt(gm earth / semi major) 
2d * !dpi * semi_major / vel_circ 
2d * !dpi / period 











;----Print interesting parameters 










'Sat min height 







strtrim(satminheight/1000d, 2), , [km]' 
strtrim(satmaxheight/1000d, 2), , [km]' 
strtrim(perigee/1000d, 2), , [km]' 
strtrim(apogee/1000d, 2), , [km]' 
strtrim(eccentricity, 2) 
strtrim(semi_major/1000d, 2), , [km]' 
strtrim(semiminor/1000d, 2), , [km]' 
strtrim(period, 2), , [5]' 
print, 'Mean motion 
print, 'Mean Anomaly 
print, 
strtrim(mean motion, 2), , [rad/s], 
strtrim(mean=anomaly,2), , [rad]' 
endif 




sat vel in 
advance until (starttime + timeduration), 
starttime 
long(timeduration / timestep) + 1L 
dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
for i=0L, (numpoints-1) do begin 
in timestep intervals 
Page 3 of 3 
mean_anomaly = (mean_motion * tottime) mod (2d * !dpi) I'm not sure 
if I do agree with u with this 
if (eccentricity ge 0.8) then Ep = !dpi else Ep = mean_anomaly 
deHaE = 1d 
while (deltaE gt newtons_method_accuracy) do begin 
E = Ep - (( Ep - (eccent ricity * sin (Ep)) - mean_anomaly) / (ld - (eccent ricity * 
cos (Ep) ) ) ) 
deltaE = abs(E - Ep) 
Ep = E 
endwhile 
radius = semi major * (ld - (eccentricity * cos(E))) 
factor2 = mean motion * (semi majorA 2) / radius 
Rotation = Rotz(asc_node) ## Rotx(inclination) ## Rotz(omega) 
sat pos inri, *] 
sin(E)-, 0d]) 
sat_vel_in[i, *] 
Rotation ## (semi_major * [cos(E) - eccentricity, sqrt_factor1 * 
Rotation ## ( factor2 * [-sin(E), sqrt_factor1 * cos(E) ,0d]) 




sat vel in 
endif 
End 












File: /media/usbdisk/latest/transform inertial to fixed.pro - - -
;======================================================================= 
Description: 












Position vector in inertial system 
Starting time of orbit observation 
Duration of orbit observation 
Time between statevector outputs 
[xyz] Position vector in earth-fixed system 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 09-07-2004 
Reviewed by: 
Shikoane G. Phaladi, April-2006 
;======================================================================= 
Page 1 of 2 
Pro transform_inertial to fixed, pos_in, pos_ef=pos_ef, starttime=starttime, $ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Definition of global variables 
@introduce_common_parameters.bat 
;-----Get Earth parameters based on Earth-Model WGS84 and JGM3. 
omega_earth = constants.omega_earth ; earth rotation rate [rad/s] 
;-----Error checking 
if ((not n elements(starttime)) or (not n elements(timeduration))) then begin 
message~ 'Error: Missing starttime and-timeduration!' 
endif 
if ((not n_elements(timestep)) and (timeduration ne 0d)) then begin 
message, 'Error: Missing timestep!' 
endif 
if (timeduration eq 0d) then begin 
numpoints = lL 
endif else begin 
numpoints long(timeduration I timestep) + lL 
endelse 
if (size(pos_in, In_elements) I 3L ne numpoints) then begin 












;-----Now advance until (starttime + timeduration), in timestep intervals 
tottime = starttime 
if (numpoints eq 1) then begin 
pos_ef = reform(rotz(-omega_earth * tottime) ## pos_in) 
endif else begin 
pos_ef = dblarr(numpoints, 3) 
for i=0L, (numpoints-1) do begin 
pos_ef[i, *J rotz(-omega_earth * tottime) ## pos_in[i, *J 

















Procedure to calculate and view the subsatellite tracks of the 
GPS satellites on a world map. 
Code maintainer: 
Richard Lord, 08-07-2004 
;======================================================================= 







24d * 3600d 
500d 
w 25d-2 approximate wavelength of the GPS receiver 
n 1d Fresnel number 
;-----Compile all routines 
compile_routines 
resolve_routine, 'fresnel_ellipse' 
;-----Initialise global parameters 
define_gps_params 
;-----Get constants and parameters 
radeg = constants.radeg 
gm earth = constants.gm earth 
;num_gps_ids = n_elements(orbit_parameters.sat_name) 
num_gps_ids = 11 
degrad = constants.dtor 
; ----- Defining the receiver's position 
;A = [-33.57*degrad, 18.28*degrad, 1100] 
;B = [-34.00*degrad, 22.22*degrad, 1000] 
C = [-33.02*degrad, 27.49*degrad , 6500000] 
;D = [-29.57*degrad, 30.56*degrad, 100000] 
rec latlon = C 
convert_latlon_xyz, rec_latlon, xyz_pos=rec_pos 





; East London 
; Du rban 
numpoints = long(timeduration / timestep) + 1L 
gps_latlonh = dblarr(num_gps_ids, numpoints, 3) 
f_ellipse = dblarr(num_gps_ids, numpoints,3) 
clock = dblarr(numpoints) 
clock1 = dblarr(numpoints) 
ref_latlonh dblarr(num_gps_ids, numpoints, 3) 
fresarray = dblarr(num_gps_ids, numpoints) 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/view gps system.pro - - Page 2 of 4 
f_angle = dblarr(num_gps_ids, numpoints) 
;-----For each GPS satellite 
for i=0L, (num_gps_ids - IL) do begin 
if (orbit_parameters.sat_name[il ne ") then begin 
;-----Get satellite statevectors in inertial system 
satellite_inertial vectors, sat_pos_in, sat_vel_in, i, starttime=starttime, $ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Get earth trace in inertial system 
off nadir = 0d 
ellipsoidal_intersection, sat_pos_in, sat_vel_in, off_nadir, $ 
target_pos_in=swath_in 
;-----Transform to earth-fixed system 
transform inertial to fixed, swath in, pos ef=sat pos ef, starttime=starttime, $ 
- - timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Calculating the reflection point 
reflection_pos, sat_pos_ef, rec_pos, ref_xyz_pos 
ref_xyz_pos,starttime=starttime,$ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Calculating the Fresnel zones 
fresnel,w, n, rec pos, sat pos ef, ref xyz pos, f radius = 
temp,starttime=starttime,$ - - - - -
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep, timer 
;----calculating the reflection angle 
reflection_angle, sat_pos_ef, rec_pos, ref_angle=final_angle, 
starttime=starttime, $ 
timer 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep,timerl timerl 
;------Calculating the fresnel ellipse 
fresnel_ellipse, final_angle, n, w, sat_pos_ef, rec_pos, ellipse_par final, 
starttime=starttime,$ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----calculating the semimajor of the fresnel ellipse 
;fresnel_smajor, temp, final_angle, sem = smajor, starttime=starttime, $ 
timeduration=timeduration, timestep=timestep 
;-----Conversion from Cartesion to Spherical coordinate system 










File: /media/usbdisk/latest/view gps system.pro - -
;-----Conversion from Cartesion to Spherical coordinate system 
convert_xyz_latlon, ref_xyz_pos, latlonh=ref_pos 
;-----Put into large array 
gps_latlonh[i, *, *] = sat latlonh 
f_ellipse[i,*] = final 
;clock[i] = timer 
; clockl[i] = timerl 
;print, ellipse_par 
;ref_latlonh[i, *, *] = ref_pos 
;fresarray[i,*] = temp 






;print,gps_latlonh[*, * 2] 
; SET_PLOT, 'PS' 
;DEVICE, /ENCAPSULATED, FILENAME = 'EL-lkm.ps' ,/COLOR, 8ITS=8 
;device,retain = 2 






Page 3 of 4 
;plot, clock,f ellipse[*];,LINESTYLE = 2, TITLE = 'East London GPS receiver at l-km 
height', $ -
;XTITLE = 'iterations', YTITLE='Fresnel radius [m]' 
;xrange = [0,50] 
;oplot, gps_latlonh[*,*,l]*radeg,fresarray[*] 
;-----Plot GPS orbits on world map 











;stepsize = 2 
;for k=0L, (numpoints - lL), stepsize do begin 
for i=0L, (num_gps_ids - lL) do begin 
if (orbit_parameters.sat_name[il ne I ') then begin 
plot_map, lon_arr=[rec_latlon[111,$ 
lat arr=[rec latlon[011,$ 
/grId, /cylindrical,/keepoldplot,/color,/psym 
plot_map, lon_arr=[ref_latlonh[i, k:k+stepsize, Ill, $ 
lat_arr=[ref_latlonh[i, k:k+stepsize, 011, $ 
/grid, /cylindrical,/keepoldplot,/psym 
plot_map, lon_arr=[gps_latlonh[i, k:k+stepsize, Ill, $ 





plot_map, /grid, /cylindrical, /keepoldplot, /clean 
;endfor 
End 
Page 4 of 4 
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